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General Assembly Questions _Elections, ·Merritt Resigns
By Veronica-March(! Miller
H;illtop Staff Writer
The General Asssembly
meet ing held a suprise for
many on Wednesday night
when Nicole Merritt, the
Howard Univ.ersity Student
Associat ion vice president,
resigned.
· The controversy over this
year's general elections, which
still burdens the Gener al
. · Assembly, {vas evident in the
organizat ion's meeting on
Wednesday night.
Merritt officially resigned
and an inter im VP was
appointed, most of the night's
discussion focused on former
General Elections Chair Corey
Cunningham.

"I will still help to finish
the work we began this year,
just not in t hat capacity,"
Merritt said.
HUSA Pres ident Cornell
Williamson presented sen ior
Bernard White II · to the
General Assembly, which, in
t urn, approved his appointment to the position of vicepresident.
Whit e, a senior health
management
major,
has
Nicole Merritt, HUSA vice
worked closely with HUSA and
president resigned.
served this year as its special
projects coordinator.
Cunningham became the
Merritt cited "personal
next
topic of discussion when
reaso,ns" when she took the
two former General Elections
floor to officially resign.
She will continue working staff members presented the
with HUSA until the close of General Assembly with ·what
they knew of the GE.AC budgthe year.

et. Because Cunningham ·and
HUSA Financial
Advisor
J a'Ron Smith handled the
money for General Elections,
and neither was present at the
meet ings,
t he
General
Assembly did not have an accu rate record of where the budget went.
School of Education representative Spencer Chenier
pointed out "ther e are no
financial documents."
Chenier then moved to
require HUSA's fiqancial advisor to be present at all General
Assembly meetings so that
they could be presented " ~th
accurat e
financial
PHOTOS 8Y MAYA CllJ.lAM

See GA page A12

The General Assembly met Wednesday night.

Texaco Reinodels?
•

NWT Rapper,
Shak-C Revels in
Record De.a l
By Jozen Cummings
Life & Style Editor

Plt01'0RY MAYAOIUJAM

I•

The Texaco gas station, on Georgia Ave., recently closed its doors and bega n a construction project. The gas
station store, which many students relied on for small necessities, c lose d without warning. Store owners were
unavailable for comment at the time of press. Construction workers and city officials said they could not com1
ment.

Journalist
Encounter
.
.
Set-Backs in Iraq ·
By Amber N. Mobley
Nation & World Editor

For some students, there's
football. Others choose to moonlight as campus politicians and
activists. Whatever it is, most students are more than just test-takers and warm bodies that fill up
desks. Many realize that earning a
degree is the ultimate plllJJOSe for
attending Howard, but until that
time comes, additional options
can be entertained.
Fourth year computer science major . Kash'ka Fain, has
been entertainu1g his options for a
while.
Known to most students as
Shak-C, the student/rapper has
been grinding out his niche as one
of the most gifted emcees on campus.
Since coming to Howard in

Shak-C.

1999, Shak-C has seen his fair
share of rappers come and go, but
with his debut album "Shak
1herapy," set to be released on
Tuesday, the Syracuse, New

See NWT page A 12

Black Tuesday: Students Unite in
Support of Affirmative Action
By David Johns

out, teach in, rally and march
against the University of
Michigan case which will be preCharged with widespread sented before the U.S. Supreme
complacency and a pervasive Court on Apr. 1.
sense of apathy, students from
Howard University Student
Historically Black Colleges and Association (HUSA) president
Universities (HBCUs) and uni- Cornell Williams presented the.
versities nationwide will unite on idea for a march on the Supreme
"Black Tuesday" to collectively Court in response to the
speak agai11st attacks upon Affinnative Action challenges.
Affirmative Action.
30 university student council
Mar. 31, black student organ- presidents contemplated a way to
izations from HBCUs; "majority" express solidarity and <lissatisfacinstitutions; not-for-profit and tion with the present attacks
community groups and organiza- upon affirmative action and civil
l'!l(YfO OYMAYAOlLUA.M
tions and friends in support of
HUSA President, Cornell Williamson assists students in pledgAffirmative Action will gather in
See
ACTION
page
A
12
ing their support of Black Tuesday at a table set up In
solidarity to participate in a speak
Blackburn Wednesday.
Hilltop Staff Writer

Since the US-led invasion
of Iraq began, American journalists have been exer ting
·efforts to prove that the pen is
just as powerful as the sword.
Journalists
from
all
branches of the media have
been embedded in divisions of
the military from the Air Force
to the Army to the Marines, in
hopes of delivering some of the
most up close and personal coverage possible.
But even before the bombs
started hitting Iraq, journalists
were w nning into road blocks
in relation to war coverage.
The American government
was the first entity to tell
American journalists that they
should get out of Iraq, yet many
stayed behind.
Most live in the same hotel
in Baghdad where they have
lim ited access to the streets'
because of the dangers that
present themselves - such as
disgruntled civilians, antiAmerican and anti-press sentiments.
· ABC thought it too dangerous to send ABC personnel to
Iraq. Instead, a free lancer, a
journalist contracted to write a
specific story, who speaks fluent
Arabic is the organization's
main war correspondent.
Although there are many
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Images like this are being
captured,because Journalists are embedded In the
war.
journalists "embedded" with
troops, many Arab and Muslim
nations have kept American
journalists away from their air
bases.
The consensus seems to be
that these journalists will bring
too much attention to those
countries that support the
America in its 'fight against terror,' and they hope to limit the
incitement of internal opposition in their countries.
"Some of these countries ..
. want to support the war on ter-

See MEDIA page AS

Black Leaders Organize Affirmative
Action Town Hall Meetings, HU and GWU
By David Johns and
Susan Leigh George
The Hilltop
Nearing th e eve of an
affirmative action case being
brought before the United
States Supreme Court, leaders
from the African American
community gather to educate,
inform and create plans of
action at town hall meetings
held at Howard University.

Organized in response to a Science and Pi Sigma Alpha,
lawsuit challenging the const i- national· political science
tutionali ty of affirmat ive honor society, convened t o
action
policies
at
the discuss the st ruggle for
University of Michigan, lead- Affir mative Action.
ers converge at Howard to disToday, a town hall will be
cuS's the present stat e a nd held at ihe law school .to speak
immediate future of affirma- out against race relations and
tive action, race relations and legal struggles in the US.
the U.S. civil rights agen4a.
Both events are represenYesterday, a panel spon- tative of various methods
sored by the
Howard
Department of Political See LEADERS page A 14

Charles Ogletree.
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International Students Denied Some Rights
By Ruth L. Tisdale
Hilltop Staff Writer
"Before Sept. 11 at least we
were treated as humans and
had a right to privacy," an international student, who wishes to
remain anonymous due to possibility of being deported for
criticizing the government,
said. "Now the government can
do whatever they want and
there's nothing we can do about
1't . "

With the memory of Sept,
11 still fresh and the implementation of the Student Exchange
Visitor Information System
(SEVIS), many international
and domestic students are
questioning the legitimacy of
the SEVIS system.
SEVIS was·introduced as a
voluntary system, and became
mandatory on Jan. 30. The system is a web-based system,

Brandon Coates

F;reshman
Coniputer Science

International students gather in Blackburn to learn how their

which provides an avenue for
educational institutions and
sponsor programs to track,
monitor, and access current
information on non-immigrant

Black Spring Arts
Festival Schedule

students and exchange visitors
as well as their dependents.
The SEVIS database collects and makes accessible to
authorized users the major
events associated with interna-

mentation of the SEVIS system
and its requirements," Director
of
International
Student
Services Grace Ansah said. "
'
Additionally, at the meetings
new immigrant regulations
were discussed."
At the meeting, international students were required
to sign forms that stated that
they understood what the
Bureau of Citizenship and
Immigration Services (BCIS)
required. Under the new system, international students
must notify Howard University
any time their address changes.
Also Howard University may be
l'!LE PHOTO
required to provide informarights will be affected by war.
tion on international students
· to the BCIS.
Ansah said that because of
tional students and exchange
the USA PATRIOT Act of
visitors.
"During the week of Mar. October 2001 [P.L.107-56] and
10-14, International students
were required to attend meetings that explained the imple- See RIGHTS page A14

Students Use Food Stamps
By Ruth L. Tisdale
Hilltop Staff Writer
Increasing cost of college
tuition and fees coupled with
a down-sloping economy has
forced many students to turn
towards others options to
cater to their daily needs.
The Office of Income
Maintenance has made that
search easier through offering food stamps and other
benefits to college students
who qualify.
College students must

The Annual Spring Black Arts
Festival March 30-April 4
Sunday
•
Gospel Concert "'The sacrifice of Praise" 7Pm
CramtonAuditorium $5.00
Monday
Art Show 12 noon lasting the entire week
Cramton FREE

undergo rigorous procedures
to become eligible for food

Tuesday
An evening at the theatre Medea's Class Reunion
The Warner Theatre $30.00

Wednesday
Hip-Hop Meets Politics Panel Discussion with renowned politicians
and hip hop celebrities
•
HU School of Business Auditorium FREE
Thursday
M1V Campus Invasion Tour 12 noon•5pm

FREE
Fashion Show with performance from Fabolous
Cramton $10.00

Friday
Concert featuring Musiq & Floetry
Cramton price TBA

stamps.
According to the Code of
Federal Regulations, any person who seeks help through
the food stamps program
must show lack of income
and must also work twenty
hours a week. Students can
· obtain as much as 130 dollars
a month in food stamp benefits.
Many students at Howard
have applied for eligibility for
food stamps, but most have
had little success.
"I tried to become eligible
for food stamps, but I did not
qualify," junior chemical

Food stamps are becoming an option for college students.

engineer major Stacy Jones
said. "I thought that since I
was a student and had a low
income that I would be able
to qualify for the program,
but I guess that I was wrong."
Because the Code of
Federal Regulations only regulates the \Velfare system on a
federal level, the states are
left with the job of setting up

For additional ~ t i o n call 8_06-4194. ·

ar

HU Students React to the

· "Yes, ifeelsafe. With
the heightened securi•
ty implemented mthe
eity and the different

police departments
working together that
doesn't leave much
room for terrorist
attacks."

A2
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White said that Operation
Iraqi Freedom looks more like a
U.S. attempt at overseas dictatorship.
"If the United Nations
backed the war, I would understand." But to White, the U.S.
is becoming a bully.
"Our country is run by a
moron," sophomore Alexis
Miles said. "This conflict is a
personal vendetta, and it's

The Hilltop

See STAMPS page A14

ith Iraq

By Veronica-Marche Miller
Hilltop Staff Writer
The majority has ruled.
Student opinion in regard to
the war in Iraq mirrors the
opinion of many anti-war protesters.
"It's stupid," many students recited unanimously,
Most don't see any reason
for U.S. troops to invade the
California-sized
country.
Others sympathize with the
need to remove · Saddam
Hussein from power.
But
around campus, popular opinion holds that war is not a resolution. ·
"They should have given
' the United Nations inspectors
more time," sophomore political science major Byron
Jackson said. "I really don't see
the need to go to war."
Jackson, like many others, now I know that all of this is
believes President George W. just personal business. You
Bush is attempting to tie up the need to give me a better reason
loose ends of his father's unfin- than that."
ished business.
Political Science major
"'This is the man that tried Thad White understands that
to kill my daddy!'" said sopho- Iraq's leader poses a threat to
more Danielle
peace.
Palmer, mimicking Bush's
"I know that Saddam needs
previous televised statement of to be taken out," he said, "but I
Hussein. "That made him don't agree with Bush's reason. "
sound like such a little kid, and 1ng.

food stamp agencies and regulating food stamp agencies.
"Different states have different rules," Food Stamp
Specialist at the Office of
Income
Maintenance
Celestine Perkins said. "Even
though the Code of Federal
Regulations regulates the

making our country look bad to
the rest of the world."
Others hold the voters who
elected Bush into office responsible for the recent state of the
country.
.
"[Bush] used drugs in college, and this is the man people
'voted' into office," said
telecommunications major Kali
Williams. "I wish people would
have done their research,

because now we're in an unnecessary situation."
"Our economy is already in
bad shape," said psychology
major Renae Palmer. "And
then, you're going to pull our
country into war? A war that a
lot of your population doesn't
agree with? That's not smart."
Students' top complaints
included Bush's incompetence
and his arrogance.
A few questioned his reasoning behind giving Hussein
an ultimatum.
"How are you going to tell
someone to leave their country
within 48 hours?" asked graphic design major Jasmine
Eduoard. "That's like me going
to someone's house and telling
them they need to vacate the
premises. You just can't do
that."
Jackson wishes that Bush
would focus his prayers for the
Iraqi people toward the U.S.
soldiers fighting in Baghdad.
"The men fighting this war
are the young, the lower class
with low income. They need
the country's prayers."
"I really feel it's a joke,"
Jackson added, sharing a sentiment with many others. "This
entire war is unnecessary."

March 28, 2003
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CONGRATULATIONS!
To The Hilltop,Editorial Cartoonists for their
place01ent in the Soci·ety of Professional
Journalists Mark of Excellence Awards!

I '

Antijuan Jackson, f or:
,

Chandra Andersson, for:

Tariq Mix, for:

MOWJJU> tnill~SlTI'
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Reaching Out?
Visibility? Representation?

A commentary on the D. C.
mayoral candidates campaigning
at night clubs.

A commentary on the pe,formance of
the undergraduate trustee.

HUSA Political Rally
Out of Control
A commenta,y on a political rally
featuring local politicians.

I.
WE HAVE A SUREFIRE WAY

!

I

TO PREDICT THE FUTURE.
HIRE YOU TO INVENT IT.

''

w

Cyberspace controls and laser defense systems came as no
surprise to the U.S. Air Force. In fact, they came off our
drawing boards. No wonder we re always looking to hire
the best and brightest. You can leverage your degree
immediately and get hands-on experience with some of the
most sophisticated technology on earth. To request more
information. call 1-800-423- USAF or visit our Web site at
airforce.com.
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Shop
Dance

Visit
Dine

Meet

Listen

Play · . · Study
Why is · it so hard for a 30-year-old
to think about retirement?

Cheer

Metro

Ride

When you're young, retirement

Learn

planning Is prc:tty far down on your list of concerns. Say, somewhere between the

I ..
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melting polar ice caps and dishpan hands. And that's completely understandable.
But by planning early and sticking to that plan, you can increase the money you'll

Metrobus and Metrorail aren't just for getting to and from work. Take
them to ball games, museums, stores, concerts, restaurants, theaters, parks,
wherever you want to go. And during those times when Metro isn't full of
commuters (middle of the day, evenings, weekends and late night) fares
are cheaper.
To plan your bus or rail trip and get
fare information, visit the Ride Guide at
www.metroopensdoors.com. Or call
202-637-7000/ITY 202-638-3780. So pick
a time wnen there is no rush, and ride
Metro for fun.

have to enjoy retirement, and potentially decrease the years you'll spend working.
We offer a range of dfffcrent options, including tax-deferred retirement plans,
SRAs, and IRAs, all with low expenses. Now that's something to fall in love with.

log on for ideas, advice, and results. TIAA-CREF.org or call (800) 842-2776

Managing money for ptoplt

with other things to think about.•

RETIREMENT I INSURANCE I MUTUAL ruNDS I COLL[&[ SAVINGS I TRUSTS I INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT

TIAA CR tr lnrhvidual and lnstrtuhonal Services. Inc .. and Tcachets rr.rsonal Investors Services. Inc .. distribute securities
products 4.?2002 Teachers lrm11ance and Annurty Association Collcrr Rctilemcnt Equ~ies fund (TIAA·CREF). New York. NY.

t.
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ReadYourEmail@howard.edu

Are vou creative and want to work on the
vearbook staff? Yearbook iob applications
will be available in the Office of Student
AcUvities: Fridav, March 28th and due on
Fridav, April 4th.

E-mail
ALL
HOWARD UNIVERSITY
STUDENTS

Applications for the following
POShions Will be available:

Managing Editor
Photographv Edbr
CODVEditor
Lavou1 Editor
Assistants 10 Edhon
Office Assislal

ReadYour Email @howard.edu
11

If you get the HU Question of the
Week and return the correct answer
You could be eligible to win $100
11

See E-mail Contest Announcement at

www.provost.howard.edu
Plase-lll111rllllllcld•l11llelfflcellWlallllles1111t1r

1115111 ■ Frta,,11rtllll'lll111t1111•-•••IIII
Ufir ■ mllf.dll. If III Mii III IIISlllll.-111111'1111 call C2l2J

118-1111 ■ --llislllllrllN@MlalCIIII. ..........
A4
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HOWARD UNIVERSITY

•

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

MEMORANDUM
l

TO:

The Howard University Community

FROM:

President H. Patrick Swygert

RE:

Howard Emergency Response

DATE:

•

•

Friday, March 21, 2003

On March 17th, the Federal Government again raised the threat alert to a C.o de Orange. In
response to this status, Howard University officials are taking increased precautions to protect
students, faculty, and staff. Howard and the City of Washington, D.C., continue to work closely
together and with other universities in the area to ensure that the lines of communication are open
and potential threats are communicated. The Howard University Emergency Response plan has
been published and distributed to key staff and facility coordinators. In addition, facility
coordinators have undergone training on emergency response responsibilities. facility evacuation
plans and preparedness at Howard.

In addition, to ensure a cohesive, standard level of preparation and response, the Consortium of
Universities now occupies a seat in the District of Columbia's Joint Operations Center. This
facilitates the effective transfer of information relevant to area universities directly to the
Consortium representative.
For additional information, call our main switchboard
at
(202)
806-6100
or
visit
our
•
comprehensive Emergency Preparedness web site at www_.pfm.Howard.~u/eme;ri'ency or click
onto it from www .HQward.ed.u
·
•

As always, your cooperation and vigilance will greatly assist all efforts to maintain a safe and
orderly environment. Below are the tips -- previously printed in my February 14, 2003
correspondence - to remember as you go about your daily activities.

Tips to Rememb~r:
1. Be aware of the activities around you and report any suspicious people or activity to the
Campus Police Emergency No. at (207) 806-7777 or call 9-1-1 .
•

2. If you see a suspicious package, report it.
•

3. Be informed. Pay attention to the local news. If an incident should occur, have a means of
listening for instruction (Radio, TV, Cable, etc.).
4. Know your evacuation route from the facility, and depart should the evacuation alarm signal
· be gfven.
,

5. Do not prop doors open. This allows intruders, who are not authorized, to enter your facility.
6. Close all windows. This helps to control the emergency, if a fire should occur.
•

7. Carry your University ID card at all times .
8. Notify a family member, friend, or roommate if you plan to be away from your residence for
any length of time.
Although no specific threat has been identified, we all need to make every effort to prevent an
incident from happening and be prepared to resolve an incident should one occur. If you have
specific questions, please call Carey Baldwin, interim Associate Vice President for
Administrative Services, at (202) 806-1002.
•

_·

___________
(202) 806-2500
Fax (202) 806-5934

I2400 Sixth Street, NW • Suite 402
59
t Washington, DC zoo
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Athlete's Foot: Not Just A Problem For Athletes
By Erica Willi ams
Hilltop Staff Writer

PIIOTO COliR»SY Of- WWW.GOOCN..liOO\f

Athlete's foot Is the most common fungal skin infection In
hum ans. Above, the toes of an Infected foot.

Athlete's foot is the most
common fungal skin infection
in humans and one of the
most difficult to prevent.
Athlete's foot itself is a mis•
nomer, since many of people
who are not athletes suffer
from this infection.
Generally, more men than
women are affected. rt occurs
mostly among teenagers and
adult males. Contrary to pop·
ular belief, walking barefoot
in places like public showers,
swimming pools and locker
rooms are not the main causes of athlete's foot, although
they can be contributing factors.
The majority of these
infections are caused by one
of three fungal agents called
dermatophytes.
Lewis Jackson of Howard
University Hospital says

there are many factors that athlete's foot may persist for
long
periods
of time.
cause athlete's foot.
"Sweaty feet, not drying Consequently, the infection
feet well after bathing, tight may be spread by contaminat•
shoes and socks, which offer ed bed sheets or clothing to
no ventilation and a warm cli- other parts of the body.
Georgetown University
mate present the perfect setting for the fungus that causes Hospital physician Nelson
athlete's foot to grow," Scott said foot hygiene is
important.
Jackson said.
"Washing the feet thor•
Some of the symptoms of
athlete's foot may include oughly with warm soap and
drying skin, itching, inflam- water is recommended."
mation, and blisters. Some Nelson says that daily use of
people may suffer froni one of foot powder is also helpful.
the symptoms while others "Some more tips for preventing athlete's foot include
may suffer from all.
While athlete's foot nor- wearing airy shoes, wearing
mally affects the toes and bot- socks that ~eep your feet dry,
tom part of the foot, it can be and avoid walking barefoot."
First year mass communispread to other parts of the
cations
graduate student
body. The groin and underarms are places of the body Leslie Green says although
that can be affected by those she never suffered from ath•
who scratch the infection and lete's foot, she knows many
then touch themselves else- · people who have had the
infection.
where.
"The people I know had to
The organisms causing

go to a pod iatric physician but
some of them simply treated
the problem themselves by
using foot powder,• Nelson
said.
However, if the athlete's
foot condition does not
respond to proper foot
hygiene and self-medication,
and there 1s no improvement
within two weeks, consulting
a podiatric physician is the
best option.
The podiatrist can determine if a fungus is the cause
of the problem. If it is, a specific treatment plan, including the prescription of antifungal medication, applied
topically or taken by mouth,
will usually be suggested.
Such a treatment appears
to provide a better resolution
of the problem, so long as the
patient observes the course of
treatment prescribed by the
podiatrist.

Is LASIK Eye Surgery For You?
According to the Food and
Drug Administration, at sLx
months, post-operatively, about
93 percent of patients get 20/40
vision and 56 percent achieve

By Leah Harris
Contributing Writer
Eyeglasses easily get
scratched, broken, or lost.
Contacts can irritate the eye and
must generally be inserted
daily, a process which many
find annoying.
As a result, many people are
considering LASIK (Laser•
Assisted In Situ Keratomileusis)
eye surgery.
LASIK eye surgery is chang•
ing the lives of many who
thought they would be doomed
to donning glasses forever. The
procedure, used to correct all
degrees of nearsightedness, has
quickly grown in popularity,
becoming the most frequently
performed surgery in the Laser eye surgery Is becoming
United States in 2000.
lion.
Nearsighted, or myopic,
patients have trouble seeing at a
distance because tl1eir eyeball is slightly longer than normal. TI1is
causes light rays to focus in front of the retina instead of directly
onto it. As a result, vision becomes blurred.
Because this problem changes the way light is focused, or
refracted onto the retina, it is known as a refractive error.
I..ASIK surgery pennanently alters the shape of the cornea. A
knife called a microkeratome is used to cut a flap in the cornea leaving a hinge at one end of the flap. This flap is then folded back to
reveal the stroma, the middle portion of the cornea. Next, pulses
from a computer-eontrolled laser vaporize a part of the stroma and
finally, the flap is replaced.

20/20.

•

•

the new wave of eye correc-

Considered by many as a
modern miracle, this fairly new
procedure is definitely not for
everyone. Because it hasn't been
around for long, there is no longterm data available to attest to the
longevity of the operation.
In addition, some complica•
tions are inevitable in certain
patients, so those who aren't risktakers needn't apply.
Also, patients must at least be
in their mid-twenties (by this time
the eyes are fully developed), cannot be pregnant, breastfeeding or
have fluctuating hormones due to
diseases like diabetes. Those with
these factors are more likely to
have refractive instability, which

would add risk to the operation.
People who participate in contact sports like boxing, in which
they receive many blows to the eye, or people whose jobs would be
in jeopardy by the surgery, like those in the military, should not
undergo tlie procedure.
Jacqueline D. Griffiths is the owner of New View Laser Eye
Center in Reston, VA, the only African American laser center in the
area. Griffiths says new technology has ensured the safety of LASIK
eye surge,ry.
"The procedure bas been
very popular in the United States See LASIK page A14

Recipe Of The Week:
Brownie Shortcake
Dessert
Ingredients
J pkg. (19.8 oz.) brownie mix
1 container (16 oz.) Sour Cream, divided
4 tsp. sugar
I tsp. vanilla
3 cups assorted cut-up fresh fruit (kiwi, strawberries, banana)

Serves8
Prepare brownie mix as directed on package, stirring 1/2 cup of the sour cream into batter. Spoon into greased and
floured 9-inch round cake pan. Bake at 350°F for 45 minutes. Cool completely. Split brownie horizontally in half to
form 2 layers.
Mix remaining sour cream, sugar and vanilla.
Spread I brownie layer with In of the sour cream mixture. Top with second brownie layer, remaining sou1· cream mixture and fruit. Refrigerate until ready to serve.
Prep. Time: 55 min.

Health Fact: Fruits are rich in Vitamin C- kiwi e.special(I'. Vitamin c:~ major role is to make collagen, the main protein substonce ofthe human body that holds connectirn tissues together in skin. bone. teeth, and other pans ofthe body.

A6
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Memberships to gyms are increasing, despite the War
with Iraq and terror threats.

Despite Terror
Threats, Gym
Memberships Soar
By J enna Creditor
Washington Square News
(New York U.)
(U-WIRE) NEW YORK •
Stocks rise and fall, snow
piles up and melts, and anxiety heightens and wanes in
New York as officials attempt
to deal with terror threats.
One thing, though, remains
constant: New Yorkers some scared by the latest terrorism threats, some skepti•
cal • continue to flock to city
gyms. New members keep
coming and old members
keep pumping the iron.
After the World Trade
Center attacks, gym memberships
surged
at
Manhattan
health club
chains like Crunch Fitness,
New York Sports Club and
Equinox Fitness. According
to David !Grschen, a manager and personal trainer at
Equinox,
from
midSeptember 2001 lo August
2002, Equinox's revenue
increased by more than 25
percent. Other city gyms
experienced similar profit
margins.
"Since Sept. 11, people
have been coming in for a lot
of reasons: Work is stressful,
people enjoy working out or
people want to be in good
shape in case something happens again - especially now
with the new terror alert,"
Kirschen said.
In the week since
Homeland Security Adviser
Tom Ridge raised the
nation's terror alert from
"elevated" to "high," a daily
drove of between 1,400 and

1,600 people has come to
sweat out its anxiety at the
Equinox
downtown,
!Grschen said.
But some gymgoers con•
tinued to work out in spite of
the alerts, not because of
them. Among them was
David Binder, 35, who lifted
weights at Equinox last week,
his back to the gym's
widescreen television sets as
they blared scenes of potential danger zones, forecasted
reports of dirty ~ombs and
touted new uses for duct
tape. Instead of watching,
Binder, a theater producer,
worked out with the same
intensity that he has had
since he joined Equinox after
the terrorist attacks a year
and a half ago.
"Funny thing is, because
the war drum is beating so
loudly by the Bush administration, I think it's a litt.le bit
difficult to be alarmed by the
warnings," Binder said, his
arm muscles rippling with
every elbow curl. "It may just
be propaganda, so I'm just
going about my business,
working out as usual." But
even he later responded to
"terror information" e-mail
forwards at Equinox's firstfloor computer.
Nearby, a newspaper
bounced on the knees of
Rachel Winokur, 30, as she
pedaled one of Equinox's stationary bikes. "The city feels
the same as it's been since 911," sa id the corporate str;\te•
gist and loyal gym attendee.
"I'm a bit skeptical these
days 'cause I'm not sure how
much propaganda there is.
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WARDMAN PARK
HOTEL

2660 Woodley Road, NW, Wash ington, DC, 20008 , U SA
www.marriott.com/wasdt
•I

It's almost time for Graduation!
Beat the last minute rush a nd
have your family and guests book now for the
Wardman Park Marriott
at a special rate of
$99.00 plus tax per night
Hotel taxes in Washington DC are 14.5 %

(This offer is subject to availability and is only available fr om T h ursday, May 08'h - Sunday May 11th 2003)

Please call Reservations at 202 328 2900 to make r eser vations and ask
for the GRDU rate.

SU

ER IN T.HE CITY

•· a $3000 livin.g a11o-vva:n.ce for "the s u 1 ~ e r
• 2,300+ A.1n.eriCorps Educatio:n. A-w-ara
after a fu.ll year of service
.- 3 tQ.itio:n.-free academic credits
• free surmI1er housi:n.g
1

.
.
, .
, .
.

ha:n.ds-o:n. leadership experience
touching the lives of ch.ildren.
valuable n.et"1orki.n..g experienc e
teaching experience
Jife-lo:n.g friendship~s
~;;::::.;;~c
-----·-··--·· ··························--···-·· ··· ······-· ----- -- -- --·--·-·· ·· ··· ····---·-----,.

For more information contact:
Alicia D . Hobson
202-544-4468 ext . 27
recruitment@headsu p-dc . org
vVvVVV . heads"t.1 p-dc. org

A UNIVERSITY
NEIGHBORHOOD
INITIATIVE
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Thoinas Casts Only Vote Against Black Man's
Claiin of Racisin in Texas Death Penalty Case
'

By David Johns

who claimed that prosecutors
stacked the jury with nonblack jurors and preventing
Supreme Court Justice his attorneys from presenting
Clearance Thomas, the courts evidence of the allrged bias.
only black justice, was the
The courts ac,;ons do not
sole dissenter on a Supreme mean Miller-El will ultimateCourt decision to overturn a ly win his case.
federal conviction in the case
Finding that both the
of a black Texas death row state and federal courts
inmate convicted in 1986 of ignored evidence, prosecukilling a hotel clerk during a tors used preemptory stri kes
robbery.
to intentionally eliminate 90
On Feb. 3, the Supreme percent, 10 out of 11, potenCourt ruled 8-1 to overturn tial and eligible black jurors
the case of Thomas Miller-El, in the case involving the fate
of a black defendant. The finding,
as it stands, ,viii
allow
Miller-E l
another chance to
challenge his sentence in the federal
appeals court.
Writing a stateLawn Jocl<ey for
ment on behalf of
The Far Right
those who support
the majority decision, highly conservative,
Justice
Anthony
McKcnnedy cited
the fact that prosecutors used preemptory strikes to
unfairly eliminate
blacks as jurors and
neglected to use
GRAPHtc<.uRn5YOJ. t:\tl=A<m ' 1"-GATJ,T
the same standards
Emerge Magazine criticized Judge
when
se lecting
Clarence Thomas for his conservative
non-blacks.
views.
"Irrespective of
Hilltop Staff Writer

UNCLE

THOMAS

whether the evidence could
prove sufficient to support a
charge of systematic exclusion of African American, it
reveals that the culture of the
district attorneys office in the
past was suffused with bias
against African Americans in
jury selection," Kennedy
wrote.
Kennedy also supported
the sentiments of the majority in noting that the black
jurors were grilled in more
graphic and detailed ways
than non-black jurors when
discussing the })roposed execution of Miller-El.
Chief Justice William H.
Rehnquist and Justices John
Paul Stevens, Sandra Day
O'Connor, Antonio Scalia,
David Scouter, Ruth Bader
Ginsburg and Stephen Bryer
joined Kennedy. Justice
Clearance Thomas dissented.
In support of his decision, Thomas expressed a
belief that Miller-El failed to
sufficiently prove that beyond
the shadow of a doubt that
qualified potential black
jurors
were
dismissed
because of race.
Despite all of Kennedy's
citations, Thomas maintained
that Miller-El's case was
based upon circumstantial
evidence. Miller-El ''has not
shown by clear and convincing evidence that any preemptory strikes of black

veniermen were exercised
because of race."
Miller-El's case is unique
because cases involving prisoners, particularly those on
death row, are rarely won
before the Supreme Court.
Additionally, Thomas'
decision follows a 1992 case
in which he dissented in the
7-2 decision that upheld a
$800 award for damages suffered by a Louisiana inmate
who, from behind the bars of
his jail cell, argued with a
prison guard.
Evidence provided during
the case maintained that the
prisoner was handcuffed,
drug from his cell down a
hallway, and beaten so badly
what he suffered a cracked
dental plate.
Thomas is remembered
for calling the injuries minor.
"Use of force that causes
only insignificant harm to a
prisoner may be immoral, it
may be torturous, it may be
crimi nal, and it may even be
redeemable under other prov1s10ns of the Federal
Constitution, but its not
'cruel and unusual punishment,'" Thomas said.
Similarly,
last
year
Thomas was also one of three
dissenters, joining the highly
conservative Rehnquist and
Scalia, in the 6-3 decision
that found that executing
those deemed
mentally

rtlOIDCOl lUT~Y 0,. AP

Supreme Court Justice Clarence claimed that a black
defendent, who would have been put to death In Texas, did
not show "by clear and convincing evidence that any preemptory strikes of black venlermen were exercised
because of race. " Even as the only black on the Supreme
Court, he was the only judge to make the decision to dissent.

retarded
was'cruel
and
unusual punishment'.
These cases simply represent of the political and personal beliefs of Thomas who

has never conducted a major
interview
since
being
appointed to the court by
President George H. W. Bush.

Journalists Encounter Set-Backs with War in Iraq
MEDIA from A1
rorism and tl1e action in Iraq
but because of their domestic
situations prefer to be silent
about it," said Bryan Whitman,
a
Pentagon
spokesman.
"Having journalists [reporting
from bases within tl1eir territory] is not being silent about it,"
The Washington Post reported.
According to various media
sources, in recent days
reporters from CNN, U.S. News
& World Report, NBC and The
Washington Post have been
unable to gain direct access to
U.S. forces stationed in Saudi
Arabia and Jordan. Even the
country of Turkey has prevented some journalists from crossing its border into northern
Iraq, accord ing to media
sources.
Air bases in Qatar, Bahrain,
Oman and the United Arab
Emirates have also been

deemed off-limits to the media
by those countries.
A spokesman for the Saudi
Arabian
Embassy
in
Washington, Nail AJ-Jubeir,
characterized his government's
policy as "a logistical issue."
Al-Jubeir
told
The
Washington Post that the country received "an enormous
amount of requests from journalists."
In t11e first Gulf War, Saudi
Arabia hosted more than a
thousand journalists, but
OPERATION: Iraqi Freedom is
widely unpopular throughout
much of the Arab and Muslim
world. So many governments
aren't eager to be so open about
the level of cooperation occurring between their governments
and t11at of the US.
Just as Middle Eastern
countries worry about their
relationship with Americans,
many professional American
journalists worry that the

i, 1orocoi R1PiVot- c ," c:o\1

A member of Britain's famed 'Desert Rats' patrols a village
near Basra Thursday. Images like these are available
because journalists are "embedded" in Iraq.

embedded journalists will
become tools of US governmental propaganda.
'The thing I'm most concerned with is that they become
a part of the story instead of

objective observers of the
story," said Clint Wilson, a journalism professor at Howard
University.
In addition to sustaining
the objectiveness of news cover-

age, Wilson is also concerned
about the embedded journalists' portrayal of the war.
"They're only able to see
what they're seeing and not a
sense of the overall war...; said
Wilson. "The bigger picture."
:\BC almost didn't get any
pictures when the war first
began.
As soon as President
George W. Bush came on television and radio to announce to
the world that forces had began
to attack Iraq, ABC continued to
air its regular programming;
"The Bachelor: \.Vhere Are TI1ey
Now" while NBC and CBS were
covering the bombing in Iraq.
11 minutes behind its
broadcast
competitors
Wednesday night, ABC jumped
to a story with Chris Wallace in
Washington. Yet, ABC had no
correspondent at the White
House. Instead, producer Katie
Tex1or tried to 611 in until Terry
Moran could get into position.

To make matters worse,
ABC affiliate stations thought
tl1at ABC's main post in New
York would handle the coverage, but when Peter Jennings
unexpectedly signed off at
around 11 o'clock that night,
ABC stations in Eastern,
Central and Mountain time
zones went black. They maintain that they had been promised that ABC News showed
coverage of the bombing in Iraq
and were foroed to put something together or simply put on
reruns of sitcoms to 611 the dead
air.
In the irony of war - and
war coverage - almost all of the
news media organizations are
now, a little moni than a week
after the war began, coming
under fire. Bot11 citizens and the
international community arc
expressing a disgust with media
coverage - feeling that they are
being exposed to too much coverage of the war.

A World of Opportunity in Environmental Careers
Many have the misconception that the pursuit of
maintaining the integrity of
the environm ent is one
undertaken solely by the nonprofessional hypersensiti ve
crusaders of recycling.
However, there arc the
less
conspicuous,
but
extremely crucial, aspects of
environmental care that have
to be handl ed by experts.
Saving the envi ronment not
only involves the sensitization
of the populace of the world to
environmental problems, but
also the active recovery of
already depleted resources.
Moreover, there has to be
continuous monitoring of
environmental systems since
there arc so many physical
and chemical processes that

AS

affect and alter the natural
state of affairs in our ecosystem.
Just as in the field of
accounting, where the complexity of a transaction dictates the expertise required in
handling the accounts, certain
environmental situations can
call for greater expertise than
simply spreading awareness
and ca rrying placards.
Environmental studies is
a broad category that encompasses numerous courses.
These courses deal with the
study of the environment,
environmental problems, how
to solve enviro nmental problems, and otl1er areas that are
fast developing and undergoing continual specialization.
Environmental studies

has evolved from being only a
minor aspect of ecology (the
study of the relationship
between living organisms and
their environment) to being
the major focus of different
bachelor degree programs.
Such degree programs include
Environmental Engineering,
Environmen tal Planning and
Development
and
Environmental Economics to
mention a few.
These courses arc also
offered at the graduate level.
One cutting edge subject in
the multidisciplinary study of
the environment is Green
Chemistry. Green chemistry
involves the study of certain
aspects of the chemical industry that are of environmental
concern.

In the United States, the
chemical industry is worth
$400 billion, is the largest
export industry in the coun-

reduce or eliminate the use or
generation of hazardous substances in the design, manufacture, and use of chemical
products . The United States
Government pays substantial
H.U.E.S
attention to the development
Howard University of Green Chemistry as can be
seen from the number of
Environmental
grants and fellowships availSociety
able for research in this area.
(Some of these grants and
Fellowships can be viewed at
try, but unfortunately gener- (http:/ /www.epa .gov/greenates more than 3 billion tons chemistry).
of chemical waste per annum.
The challenge for all of
The chemical industry spends the green chemists that are
about $150 billion in control- involved in chemical design,
ling, treating and disposing of manufacture and use, is to
these wastes.
come up with changes that
Green chem istry pro- will achieve significant reducmotes innovative chemical tion in pollution and productechnologies that would tion of hazardous substances,

The Hilltop

whi le bearing in mind economical and technological
feasibility.
As the world continues to
technologically advance in
leaps and bounds, the challenge of maintaining a friendly and mutually beneficial
relationship with our ,:;nvironment becomes more ciomplex
and challenging. We always
have to step up to t11e quest
and take decisive and
informed steps.
A fast growing gryup of
multidisciplinary prof~ssionals are on the job, and even
you, can fit into these respected molds irrespective of your
declared major. I stay with
the slogan: "Save the World,"
because you can.
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Bombs Over Baghdad

Pentagon In the First Moments of War
Rumsfeld and General Myers Address the Nation
By Amber N. Mobley
Nation & World Editor
ARLINGTON, Virginia March 20 - The first blasts in
Iraq brought a barrage of
cameramen and reporters
from the worlds news media
organ izations
to
the
Pentagon.
As Defense Secretary
Donald
Rumsfeld
and
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff, Air Force General
Richard Myers walked into ·
the news briefing room, they
came under a hail of camera
fire and questions.

During Spring Break l got tJ1e chance to actually go to
the Pentagon for the first briefing of the war on Iraq OPERATION: [raqi Freedom. I got a chance to see first
hand the goings-on behind the scenes and in front of Ute
cameras of the beginnings of a war uuli.ke any other.
-Amber N. Moble), Nation & World Editor; Friday

not a war against a country
and it is clearly not a war
against a religion. It is a war
against a regime."
Rumsfeld and General
Myers stated that the government and military of the
Coalition Forces have a great
deal of broad and deep cvi-

PH01Ot"OLRTbSYOfAP

The Pentagon Is the center of military operations and intelligence for the United States government. Numerous news
agencies attend news conferences to get information from
military sources.

The first briefing of
Operation: Iraqi Freedom had
a clear purpose and the war
had a clear mission: Remove
Regirne, Find Weapons of
Mass
Destruction
said
General Myers.
As Rumsfeld stated, "this
is not a war against people. Its

dence that the Iraqi people
are waiting for a revolution,
and the removal of Saddam
Husseins regime is a key step
in that liberation process.
That regime kills people
every day to enforce fear and
obed ience, said Rumsfold.
"Weve made every effort

to avoid war," said Rumsfeld.
"Diplomacy and sanctions
for over a decade have not
worked."
"Saddam Hussein has
chosen military conflict over
peaceful reso1ution"
Rumsfeld made it clear
that the air strike from the
previous night would not be
the last, that Saddam
Husseins compound had been
hit, and that damage to the
compound was still pending.
It is still unclear if the
pre-pre-emptive strike made
agai nst Saddam and his
regime of terror had killed the
leader, merely wounded him
or if he had escaped
unharmed.
Damage on the compound
is pending
The world was watching
PltolOOX R'll.:,YOI' Af'
and listening, and Rumsfeld, At the Pentagon, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Air Force General Richard Myers (left)
mindful of this took the and Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld explain the reasons behind the pre-emptive strike
opportunity to talk to the against Iraq at the Pentagon. President George W. Bush issued the strike due to CIA operaIraqi people, telling them to tive information about Iraqi leader Saddam Hussein's location on Wednesday, March 19.
stay tuned to Coalition Radio
Station for direction on how
to avoid conflict and how to media that US and Coalition
He cautioned military
Operations Security is a
stay alive as the invasion con- Forces would stay as long as it must, in order to ·•give troops personnel and even the press
tinued.
took to establish democracy the best [chance) for success to exercise caution with clas"The days of Saddam and not a day longer.
sified information.
and security.• said Myers.
Husseins regime are numWithout caution, be said,
Will not confirm or deny
As Rumsfeld answered
bered [and so] they must ask questions and concerns any hearsay of pre-op (pre- we would "almost certainly
themselves, do they want to regarding the <liplomatic operative) forces, whether put troops at risk.
die fighting for a doomed nature of the attack, General accurate or inaccurate, Myers
In contrast to messages
regime? or do they want to Myers, with stoic face, speech said as a painted picture of a from the White House, Myers
survive and play a role in the and posture, addressed the blue-eyed, blonde-haired girl said that he never expected
new free Iraq."
military manuevers of the was juxtapositioned on a slide the war to be easy.
"If you follow Saddam war, but briefly.
"We do not see ,var as an
screen behind the lccturn.
llusseins lead you will share
"Oont Kill Her Daddy easy tusk," he said, but our
The element of surprise,
his fate," he said.
said Myers, must be kept in with Careless Talk" was the military is the best-trained
In response to national tact, even as the government propaganda written beneath and best-led in the world.
fears that the US would estab- and
military
personnel the little girls doe-eyed pic- They will carry out their mislish a puppet government in offered information regarding ture as she clutched a picture sion successfully."
the vastly Muslim coun try, positioning of the troops.
of a man in military uniform.
Rumsfeld reassured the

... and Ideals Live On...and On...
Bombs arc bursting in
air...and on the ground ...and
above the sea in Iraq.
Lives are being lost and
America and her allies are at
, \1ar.
Yet this war is like none
previously seen. President
George W. Bush, his administration and his coalition forces
have dedicated themselves to
a war against ideals that they
believe can be won with missiles, guns, shock and awe.
But ideals go deeper than
the flesh. Unlike beauty, they
are more than skin deep. Like
ugliness, ideals are to the
bone, embedded in the hearts
and minds of the people who
believe in them, will fight for
them and die for them. No
matter how ugly those ideals
might be in the minds and
hearts of the American people,
they will live on and cannot be
destroyed by fire power. Like
the soul, ideals continue after
the martyr or 'freedom fighter'
dies and in many ways those
ideals become even more wide
spread once blood is shed.
Support should definitely
be given to the troops who arc

more than willing to sacrifice
their lives and their livelihoods for the safety, security
and ideals of this great nation
- America. But Operation:
Iraqi Freedom is similar to all
other wars because of the simple fact that in war, no one
really wins. Everyone loses.
Mothers lose sons and daughters. Children lose parents and
the world will be forever
changed by conflict.
And this time, the snake
we wish to decapitate may,

Amber N. Mobley
Nation & World
Editor
and most likely will, generate
numerous more heads. Other
leaders and idealists will
spring up from this war. Yet,
that doesn't mean that all is
lost. That doesn't mean that
this war should not be fought
or that servicemen and
women arc losing their lives in
vain.
They are fighting for
something and above all,

patience must be embraced.
The winds of change do tend
to come fast and furiously but
when they calm - and they will
calm, America, the beautiful,
will s tand, perhaps not as
righteous as she was once considered, but perhaps more
righteous because she stands
tall on the principle that injustice anywhere is a threat to
justice everywhere.
America and her leaders
have always come under
attack by those accusing her of
policing the world. But the
ideals that she stands on will
always be true; liberty and justice. Just as the ideals of our
foes are steadfast in their
hearts and minds, a country,
this country was founded on
and has grown st ronger
believing in the inalienable
and self-evident truth that justice should not be a commodity.

The values that we hold
dear to heart will not and cannot be destroyed. Our troops
may die, our buildings may
crumble, but our ideals will
live on.
Whrn l.1tlt gv throu,chJuntur ,\chinem,nl~ 1t •Im- lh~ ~ • 1->l mop (1miliar ...,,h 1'c,>nonll.:-1

Hilltop budget meetings-Tuesdays 7 pm, West Towers, plaza level
Come get an assignment!
March 28, 2003
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SPECIAL ADV4NCE SCREENING!
r

I

HOWARD UNIVERSITY
VIN DIESEL

Cramton Auditorium

AMAN APART
LAIi.ENZ TATE

7:00pm
Monday,
March 31, 2003

FREE ADMISSION
while passes last*
*Students may pick up
complimentary passes at the
Cramton Auditorium Box Office,
beginning March 28th.

Seabng is limited and not oua,aiteed.

Pie~ arrive early.
This Screening brOugbl to )'OU by:

Mastercard.
-:_ .

..
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Went to be a V IP this summer?
Apply for an internship et
lnterscope / Geffen / A&M Records
Or if it's sports you're into, apply for en internsh ip
with the St. Louis Cardinals• or the New York Mets•.

G o to maatercord . com

Arrive Early! Seating is first come, first served!

Discount for All Howard University students:
LSAT (s650) & GRE (s600) Spring Reviews by Kaplan at
Howard University. Both include 3 bonus hours of classroom time. Satisfaction with exam score guaranteed!
l

For the

GRE
1

For the
June 2003
LSAT

orientation

V1

V2

V3

V4

Ml

Thu

Tue
4/8

Thu

Tue

Thu

4/10
7pm

4/15
7pm

4/17
7pm

4/3
7pm
2

7pm
3

4

5

M2

M3

M4

Tue
4/22

Thu
4/24

Tue
4/29

Thu

7pm

7pm

7pm

test

lesson

lesson

lesson

lesson

test

6

7
lesson

8
lesson

9
lesson

Mon

Wed

Mon

Wed

Wed

4/9
7pm

4/14
7pm

4/16
7pm

Sat
4/19
11am

Mon

4/7
7pm

Sat
4/12
11am

4/21
7pm

4/23
7pm

Sat
4/26
11am

5/1
7pm

Mon

Wed

4/28
7pm

4/30
7pm

Space is limited! Call or visit the Center of Preprofessional Education to register:

2225 Georgia Avenue, NW #518 (Bookstore Bg) • 202-238-2636
Center for Preprofessional Education

-~Medi"'1,

~'fJ"" ~~~

KAPLAN

\1RlE-)'

.

~JI

.

.

1·BOO·KAP· TEST
. kaptest.com

www. founders.howard .edu/ preprof/ defau lt.htm
AlO
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Of course, using condoms is the only way

periods or spotting. Many women stop having

to protect yourself against HIV/AIDS or other

periods altogether after a few months and

sexually t ransmitted diseases, but make sure

some may experience a slight weight gain.

you're also as protected as possible against

You shouldn't use Depo-Provera if you could

pregnancy. That's w hy more women t han

be pregnant, if you have had any unexplained

ever are choosing Depo-Provera -

periods, or if you have a history of breast

it's

99.7% effective when administered on

ca ncer, blood clots, stroke, or liver disease.

time every 3 months.

W hen using Depo-Provera, there may be a
possible decrease in bone density.

Remember. Depo-Provera doesn't protect
you from HIV/AIDS or other sexually

Depo-Provera. One of the best and most

transmitted diseases.

convenient ways to protect yourself from
pregnancy. Ask your health care professional

Some women using Depo-Provera experience

if prescription Depo-Provera is right for you.

side effects. The most common are irregular
;

See what Depo-Provera is all about.
Call toll free 1-866-519-DEPO or
visit Depo-Provera.corv,.

Birth cor\1:r-ol ~ou 1:hir\k aBou1: jus1:

+x

a ~ear-.

Please see important product information on adjacent page.
0 2002 Pharmacia Corporat,on

March 28, 2003
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General Assembly Questions Elections, Menitt Resigns
present all documents and
funds collected for the General
Elections by Apr. 2.
If
information.
Cunningham
fails
to
show,
furThe General Assembly
debated ways to hold ther action will be taken by the
Cunningham responsible for General Assembly, · holding
financially
funds that, to date, still have Cunningham
respons ible for any funds
not been accounted for.
After deliberation, the unaccounted for.
The co-chairs of the secGeneral Assembly voted to
ond
General F1ections commake a written request to
Cunningham asking him to mittee, Larry Brown, Jr. and
Stephanie Brown, presented

GA from A1

hoped to encourage the graduate student councils to supply
volunteers for future elections.
Elections USA, the com•
puterized poll system that was
used, wa5 described as "slow
and inefficient" by Brown. She
said the Howard University
Banner system is capable of
support ing a campus-wide
clectipn and may be a more
efficient means of voting for

their elections report to the
General Assembly, stating that
the second time around clec•
lions went smoothly. They
developed a protocol sheet as a
guide for this year's voters and
next year's elections committee.
Brown noted a few problems with run-off elections.
Volunteers were difficult to
find for the polls that were not
on the main campus. She

students.
As a final item of discussion in the nights meeting,
Williamson reminded those in
attendance of• Black Tuesday,"
the Apr. t march to save affirmative action.
He rounded up volunteers
to act as marshals, organizers
to lead the 1,200 students
expected from 14 other
HBCUs. Flyers and posters
were
distributed
as

Williamson encouraged the
assembly to ~speak to everyone
in all of [their] classes."
Williamson clarified the
plan for the overnight campout on the steps of the
Supreme Court.
"We have a permit stating
that there will be no sleeping
outside," he said. "So there
will be programs and activities
taking place throughout the
night."

Black Tuesday: Students Unite in
NWT Rapper,
Shak-C Revels in Support of Affirmative Action
Record Deal
ACTION from A1

NWT from A1
York native is out to prove that he
is not one of them.
nus is exactly why senior
broadcast journalism major
Robert Ford and Howard alum
Rhett Butler, founders and CEO
of Nation Wide Takeover (NWT)
Entertainment, have chosen
Shak as the first artist to record
and release a solo album on their
label.
Both Butler and Ford were
introduced to Shak, who was a
member of a group called
Affiliation back in 2000. The
group auditioned for, and was
eventually featured on a compilation album "5 Minutes of Fame."
After seeing the potential
with the group, Ford says they
originally planned to sign the
whole group to NWT, but two of
the other members had to leave
due to situations beyond their
control, leaving Shak to be the
lone artist standing.
"Shak has proved himself
through both his versatility and
resilience," Ford says. "His skills
as an artist put himself amongst
the elite."
For Shak, putting out this
solo album was never part of the
plan. Just like Ford and Butler,
Shak wanted to sign as a group.
In fact, he preferred to be a part
of a group instead of on his own.
Even in his high school days,
Shaksays he ahV!l)'S preferred the
comfort of having others around
him to help cany the pressure. It
wasn't until the summer, when
he began to work on the album,
that he saw the value of being the
only one in the recording booth.
"NWT is not in a position
where they can please all the
artists," Shak says. '"There had to
be a focus and realizing that
changed everytlling."
Of course, being the premier
artist on a label that isn't even a
blip on tl1e radar of the music
industry can be seen by some as a
dead end, but Shak has never
seen NWT as a setback.
"I could've easily blown up
on my own temis; he says. "But
to me NWT is really a movement
I don't like the nature of rap
music right now and being part
of NWT gives me more of an ability to change things."
"My goal when I came here
was to drop an album by my
fourth year; he continues. '"Their
willingness to support my vision
as an artist has enabled me to
reach that goal."
Even with his first mission
accomplished on the music end,
Shak remains focused on his
education as well.
Academia ha11 never been
much of a challenge for Shak,
who currently has a 3.0 cumulative grade point average. He was
always getting good grades in
school, with the greatest of ease.
But the thought of a rapper
with a degree has never made
sense in an industry where very
few of tl1e artists can spell their
own names correctly. A lot of
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rights.
"[We] thought it would be
nice if all HBCUs gathered
together to show our support for
the University of Michigan,"
Williamson said.
HUSA vice-president Nicole
Menitt is credited with penning
the name "Black Tuesday."
Combining the desire for a day of
unity for all black students Tuesday being the day the
Supreme Court will hear the case
against the University of
Michigan - the campaign to
sa,·e affirmative action was given
the name "Black Tuesday."
"We expect to flood the U.S.
Supreme Court with black faces
on Tuesday, hence the name,"
Menitt said.
The name of the event
e.xpresses the sentiments of the
organizers, the desires of those
involved as well as the desired
dress asked of those participating in the march.
After returning to Howard
with the idea, Williamson presented the idea to the HUSAstudent officers and representa•
lives.
After gaining their
approval and the support of
Howard University President H.
Patrick
Swygert,
"Black
Tuesday" became a reality.
1\vo days before Black
Tuesday is scheduled to take
place, 12 HBCUs are confirmed
to participate in events beginning with a teach in/rally on
Howard's campus Monday
afternoon.
Schools participating in the
events include: Morgan· State

artists have attempted to tell
their listeners to go to school
while also bragging about getting
kicked out of school, which
makes Shak's story so refreshing.
Whether it's school or rap music,
Shak sees both avenues as necessary paths to making a difference.
"My main focus in ijfe is to
have a positive impact on people," says Shak, who, if he doesn't
become famous by graduation,
plans to pursue a master's degree
in sociology to couple with his
bachelor's in computer science.
"I do believe me being a rapper can make that goal more
attainable, but I know there's
other ways to reach out to people."
·while tl1e degree may be a
back up plan for Shak, his parents, Charles and Stella Fain, see
the degree as the only plan.
"My husband and I have
always supported him," says
Shak's mother, who is a kindergarten teaching assistant in the
Syracuse City School District. •r
never want him to put away the
rapping, but he knows getting a
degree is what's important and
we know he can"do both."
Shak knows he can do both
too, and while he sees his hands
reaching out to a crowd of thousands instead of an office computer, he is still a realist who has
to prepare himself for anything.
"Making it in the music business is tough ... like a crapshoot,"
he says. "I'll always have faitl1 in
myself, but not in the rap game."

University; Clioppin State
College; University of Maryland
Eastern Shore; Hampton; xavier
University; North Carolina A&T;
West Vtrginia State University;
Claffin University; South
Carolina State University;
Bennett College; Chicago State
University; Eastern Michigan
University, Oakland University
(Michigan), Tennessee State and
Winston-Salem.
"I want to have a large number of HBCUs represent
Ulliversity education to collectively show their support of affir.
mative action;· Williamson said.

"We don't live in an equal society
where we share in the same privileges of [non-minorities) and
until tl1en we need affinnative
action."
Black student organizations
at "majority" institutions have
also pledged to support "Black
Tuesday." Contingencies from
both Columbia and Stanford
University have pledged their
support.
The activities will commence
with workshops the afternoon of
Apr. 29. After sharing in the collective experiences of one anot11er during the teach-in, students
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Nursing Emb{)~~~ Adventure
Mayo c11n1c Nursing oflers unparalleled opporturnties !or career
mobility and growth. At Mayo Clinic, you have the opportunity to practice
your profession in a wortd-renowned me<l1cal center with a reputation
for high standards, where nursing practice 1s closely integrated with
advanced education and research programs. Our hospitals are acutecare, teaching faclhties where quality nursing 1s our tradition and mission.
Mayo Clinic Nursing has received the Magnet Hosp/ta/ Rocognlt/on
Status for Excellence In Nursing Service. Magnet Status is the highest
recogrnUon awarded by the Amencan Nurses Credentiahng Center for
excellence in nursing service and proressional growth, To learn more
about nursing opporturnues for new grads. please visit our website at

www.mayoclinic.org
Mayo Cflnlc
Rochester, MN
Phone: 800-562· 7984
Fax: 507-266-3168
e-mail: careers@mayo.edu
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and supporters will march from
Burr Gymnasium to the
Supreme Court to share in larger
protests fueled by the participation by organiz.ations such as By
Any Means (BAM), Jesse
Jackson, Rev. Al Sharpton and
other notable figures in support
of Affinnative Action.
The overnight rally will continue through Apr. 1 at the
Supreme Court.
Recently the impact and
,.aJidity of protests have been
questioned.
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International Students Denied Some Rights with War
RIGHTS from A2

said.

"At the meeting they said
you can be arrested without due
the suspension of the family
process meaning without being
and privacy act, the sharing of
provided with trail or lawyer,"
information is now acceptable
anotl1er Jamaican international
under the law.
student said.
Many students at Howard
Domestic students were
were shocked to hear of the new
also surprised to learn internasystem and its requirements.
tional students do not posses
"Our phones can be
first amendment rights that
bugged, rooms can be searched
Americans enjoy.
,.
'at random and you have to let
"'International )tudents
the government know your
should h•ve the same rights as
whereabouts at all times," a
other students," junior print
Jamaican international student

HU Students Use
Food Stamps
STAMPS from A2
way t hat food stamps are
adm inistered nationwide, it
is still mostly left up to the
s tates on how t hey will
administer food stamps."
Betty Salters, a senior
finance
major at
the
University of Alabama, says
that obtain ing food stamps is
very easy in the state of
Alabama.
"Many students at the
University of Alabama are
able to get food stamps:
Salters said. " We on ly have
to show our income, work
twent)' hours a week, and
have t he univer sity sign a
waiver. It really helps out a
lot of s tudents who struggle
to pay the bills and go to
school.''
Many st udents at Howard
feel t hat t he District of
Columbia should relax its
r ules on obtaining food
stamps.
"Food st'amps should be
easy to obtain to those stu•
dents who are in financial
need," freshman fashion mer•
chandising major Michelle
Patterson, said. "Paying for

college tuition and fees is
already hard enough without
having to worry about food
and other things."
George Purnell, a junior
jazz studies major, said that
anything that can help college students is beneficial.
"I think that food stamps
is important for those who
are in need," Purnell said.
"Students should be able to
receive help through food
stamps if they need it."
Although most students
agree food stamps are benefi cial to those who arc in need,
some students feel food
stamps only hinder a college
student's growth as a person.
"College students should
not receive food stamps:
Alexis Logan said. "Food
stamps \\~II on ly make stu•
dents become too dependent
on welfare. If students need
help they should t ry to gel on
a meal plan.
Those who are interested
in apply for food stamps
should contact the Office of
Income Maintenance at
(202)698-3900.

HUSA Prepares to
Lead Black
Tuesday Rally
HUSA from A 12
"T just don't see the point
anymore," said sophomore
finance major Stephanie Morris.
"We organize, protest, and make
demands - then what?"
Lorenw Morris, Interim
Chair of the Department of
Political Science at Howard, recognizes the urgency of organized
protest and sees the work of the
students as necessary.
"Protests are designed to get
people organized and empow•
ered." Morris said.
"Without protesting the
general idea is that the status quo
[in this case a complacency or
approval of the attacks agairu,1
affirmative action] is the general
conception [and acceptance of
the affected group)."
Organized by student leaders from across the country,
"Black Tuesday" hopes to have a
lasting impact upon U.S. senti•
ments regarding affirmative
action and the civil rights of all
humans.
Morris maintains that successful elements of a prote~1
include: clarity of purpose, solid
organization, participant mun~ rs that are consistent with
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goals and goals that arc reason•
able and acll.ie"able.
"That doesn't me:1n that you
can't have broad societal revolutionizing goals, those are good,
but up front you should have
goals that you can achieve,"
Morris said.
When asked about the state
of protests as compared to the
protests of the chi! rights movements in the 6os, Morris insisted
that protests are still nccessruy.
·n1e protests of the 60s initially had a shock[ing] impact
because African Americans (previously] had not gone outside of
the system; Morris said.
"Protests before that period were
ignored - du.ring the 6os African
Americans showed that we have
power."
Morris maintained that failure to protest would hurt African
Americans in expressing a general acceptance and overall support
for the present attacks against
affirmative action.
TI1e march will conclude on
the afternoon of Apr. t with a
Congressional Black Caucus
t0\\11 hall me<-ting in Cramton
Auditorium. President Swygert,
Elijah Cummings, and student
leaders are scheduled to address
participants.

journalism maj or Cotilya
Brown said. "International students should be able to express
themselves without fear of
being deported."
Trinidadian freshman history major Leigh Carrington,
said that although she does not
expect to have first amendment
rights, she docs expect to be
treated like a human.
"EYerr foreign country was
not in,·olved in the Sept. 11
attacks," Carrington said.
"International students should

not be subject to search and
invasion of privacy without just
cause. America was built on the
backs of immikrants. For us
[international students] not to
have some kind of first amendment rights is not fair."
"It [SEVlS system] is very
invasive, and many international students have expressed
t hat they feel discri minated
against and singled-out," Ansah
said. "The new system is very
scary to many of the international students. Many interna-

should have the same rights
while they are here."
The Immigration and
Naturalization Service will be
aware of any changes, updates,
or actions regarding each student a nd exchange vis itor
immediately after the action is
taken.

tional students reported that
they no longer feel welcome in
the United States."
Ariana Greene, a freshman
biology major, sa id that international students should have
their first amendment r ights.
"International students
attend school in America just
like domestic students do,"
Greene said. "'Since international students arc attending
school in the United States and
choose to be apart of the
American education, they

Many international students declined to be identified
due to the possibility of deportment.

-Is LASIK Eye Surgery For You?
eyes will be twenty, tl1irty, or
even ten years down the
since 1995. Laser upgrades have road. But my mom had it
greatly increased the safety, done and I plnn to get it too,
accuracy, and predictability of because it's so convenient.
You never have to worry
the operation.''
about
glasses or contacts.
fa·en with such improvePlus
the
actual procedure
ments, many students aren't
only
takes
like twenty min•
exactly running to have the surutes."
gery performed.
Another factor deterAdvertising major LaToya
Goodall said, "Glasses are okay mining whether or not the
with me. The surgery sounds operation is feasible is cost.
Although the price of LASIK
dangerous."
surgery
is dropping, Ille cost
Eager to undergo the proceis
still
on
average $1,556 and
dure,
freshman
Public
is
not
covered
by most medRelations major Blair Edwards
said, "The only negative thing T ical insurance companies.
can tltink about the surgery is
that you don't know how your
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Black Leaders Organize Affirmative Action
Town Hall Meetings, HU and GWU
LEADERS from A 1

the supreme courr case
against the uniYe rsity of
Michigan, the Town Ha\\
panel will take advantage of
this historical moment and
deal with broader issues focusing on racial healing,
racial disillusionment stemming from de facto re-segregation and the quest for full
"equality" in American society.
··we are at Howard
University, one of the leading
historically black colleges and
universities - in Washington,
D.C. - surrounded bv Black
people [who suffer in]ustices
daily]," said senior public
relations major, Charmion
Kinder. "I think that it is
important for us to get
involved - we are right down
the street [from the Supreme
Court] - if no one else is participating, we ha\'C to. ·
Legal historian Kenneth
Mack, a professor at Harvard
Law School, underscores
Kindcr's sentiments.
"In Thurgood Marshall's
heyday, it was customary for
NAACP attorneys to go
through a 'dry run' of their
oral arguments at Howard
Law School a nigh t or two
before each Supreme Court
argument, including that in
Brown
v.
Board
of
Education," Professor Mack
said.

Town Hall organizers
hope to draft pla ns of action
for the black community,
including dealing with t he
potential impact that the
decision
against
the
University of Michigan can
have upon Historically Black
Colleges and Universities.
While adamant about t he
importance of such events,
organized by and presented
members of the African
American community, e• ·ent
organizers recognize the
importance of speaking to citizens of this nation from all
cultural backgrounds.
"Although the Town Hall
is geared towards AfricanAmericans, it is not meant m
any way to negate the important role that women,
Latinos, Native Americans,
and other minorities play in
the larger discussion of affirmative action," said organizer
Spencer Overton, a professor
at
George
Wash ington
University Law School.
Tonight's Town Hall is
free, open to the public and
will be televised.
For more informati on ,
contact Ayanna Najuma of
Lincoln McLeod (202)3710548 or Cam ille Holmes
(202)423-8398, or visit
http://acslaw.org/March28.h
tm .

being used by leaders from
the Afn..can Amer ican community· to voice collective
concerns of the community
while educating and empowering one another.
Thutsday's
panelists
included
Congressman
Chaka Fatah, democratic
representative
from
P.hiladelphia; Ku rt Schmoke.
Dean of Howard University ,,
Law School; Mark A Dann,
lawyers committee for civil
rights under law and s tudents
responsible for filing the Jennifer Gratz Is suing to
Howard University law stu• force the University of
dents' amiscus, friend of the Michigan to drop affirmative
court, brief.
action.
''As we grow closer to the
50th commemoration of
Brown v. Board next year, the "We decided to assemble a
problems of segregated edu- group of influential African
cation it attempted to elimi- Amer ican leaders from acade•
nate are now back," J esse mia, civil rights, law, media,
Climenko Professor of Law and politics to provide the full
said.
story about the important
Associate Dean for the role affirmative action plays
Clinical Programs, Ha rvard in America."
Law School, Charles Ogletree,
Howard Law School Dean
Jr., said, "The current debate and former Mayor of
concerning diversity in higher Baltimore Kurt Schmoke,
education is not new, but the NAACP Legal Defense Fund
urgent need for a cogent and Director
Elaine
Jones,
compelling response is criti - Sy ndicated Columnist Or.
cal."
Juliann e Malveaux, NNPA
Professor
Ogletree Editor in Chief & former
encourages Americans to deal Emerge Magazine Ed itor
with the racial problems that George Curry, Leadership
plague the US. "The issue of Conference on Civil Rights
race, in many respects, is the Director Wade Henderson,
unfinished business that this and University of Maryla nd
country needs to urgen tly Political Scientist
Dr.
address, and the forum on Ronald Walters, will par ticaffirmative
action
in ipate in the town hall.
Washington, DC is timely and
•
"We also wanted to proappropriate."
vide speakers who had
Tonight's town hall is unique insights on the lawdesigned to continue the suit and those who repreefforts of community leaders sented importa nt segments
to increase the awareness sur- of our community," Holmes
rounding the impact of affir• said.
mative action upon American
Congressman Arthur
society.
Davis, a democratic repre"George W. Bush has a sentative from Alabama,
presidential platform that will moderate the event
111CJ10{'0lJU1 ,vol• Wll,WflU\j \ 11l11 LDU
criticizes affirmative action,"
Recognizing the unievent organizer and area versality of issues being Students at the University of Michigan protes thte affrimatlve
lawyer Camille Holmes said. d iscussed in relahon to action case being heard by the Supreme Court next week.
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Marketing Adapts to War

In Business and Finance
Forecasts Brighten,
But Dep end on War

Power of the Purse

F.conomlsls !or Ille mos1 part believe Ille U.S. economy will perk UJ>
when Ille conflict willl Iraq winds
down. Butlherelielcouldcometoolate
for a whole h061 ol companies lllat
have been battered !or two years by
low prices, high C06ts and weak de•
mand.
Manufacturing is among Ille most
vulnerable sectors. Ayear ago. manulacturers were beginning to feel optimistic. That glow IOSled through August, bul Ulen dimmed willl Ille in•
creasing likelihood or w-ar willl Iraq
and Ille spending lreeze that war talk
created. In olller sectors. a handful ol
small steelmakers and aluminum
makers have filed !or bankruptcy pro,
tection in recent monllls; Midwest Airlines became Ille latest U.S. corrler to
say it may me ror bankruptcy-court
protection; and Ille telecommunications industry is still struggling to
work off Ille overcapacity built up in
Ille 1990s.
Hopes for a rirst-quarter tum•
around slid as a harsh winter and un•
employment concerns kept consumers
out of stores, airplanes and auto sbowrooms. High heating bills and elevated
gasoline prices also drained hOusehOld
budgets.
Added costs are especially a problem given the weak pricing climate
and continued pressure from CUS·
tomers to cut prices. As a result, ralller
than simply lreeze spending and hold
costs in line, companies continue to
haek at costs.
The good news is that lor th06ewh0
hang on, such efforts should bring
huge rewards. Richard DeKaser. chiel
economist with National City Corp.,
says cost-containment over the past
six months should yield superior profit
margins.

Usingascalefrom l· IOwitn IObelng·full
agreement.' 1,000 people in each selected
country res.ponded to the statement 'I cur•

"1\UY avoid U.S. products and serviees. · The
pen:enlllge of people who marked 7-10:
27%
Russia
Spain ~~!===~~29%
26%

Canada
France

24'11,

llllly

23'11,
22'11,
19%

Japan

Germany
U.K.

13%

SOl.irtf. ~btuat)' 2810 J.wd'I 8 SIJMy try lpsos Pubk
Allall'S, • Ullitof IPl()IS ~ SA

Ing to a report from the National
League ol Cities' Institute for Youth.
F.ducation and Families. The report
was prepared by the Center for Labor
Market Studies at Northeastern University in 8061on.

Weekend Shoppers
Unfazed by Conflict
While bombs rained on Baghdad
last weekend, it was business almost
as usual at America's malls, car deal•
erships and real-estate offices.
Still. there are signs that while
Americans are spending, many are
doing so cautiously. Moreover, consumers' moods OOl~d darken as the
Iraq conflict intensifies and casualties
mount, or Ila terroristaltaekoocursin
Ille U.S.
Malls. boutiques and other largll
retailers such as Wal-Mart Stores Inc.
reported strong sales or lawn and garden goods in cities where warn,
weather marked Ille start ol sprtng.
Auto-industry executives said they
aren·1 seeing a repeat of the sales
d01111lurn that hit during Ille first Gull
War. In 1991. sales dropped by 25% to
30%, said Gary Dilts. head ol sales for
Chrysler. ''This war is under 10'1t."
said Mr. Dilts.
Real-estate brokers said buyers
still seemed eager to jump into the
housing market. Open houses from
Manhattan to Minneapolis were
crowded on Saturday. and brokers reported multiple showings.

Bush War Bill Stirs
Tax-Cut Rejection
New poJitlcal skinnishes broke out
al home as President Bush urged Con•
gress to speed paymento!S74.7 bluton
for war costs and. In an unexpected
blow to the president's economic
agenda, the Senate voted to cut his 5725
billion tax-cut plan by more Ulan half.
In the 51-4& vote. Democrats were
Joined by several moderate Republicans to pass a budget amendment that
would shrink to S350 billion Ille IO.year
tax-cut package that Mr. Bush says
will stimulate the economy. If the
lowernumber sticks-a big ii given the
House's support !or Mr. Bush's ruu
amount-that would threaten or kill
Mr. Bush's centerpiece proposal: re•
peal of taxes on individuals' stockdivi•
dends.
The vote partly renccted anger In
both parties that Mr. Bush had waited
until Monday to make public his rrquest !or S74.7 billion in new war
spending. l..'\St week. the While House
had refused senators' demands to di•
vutge war costs belore they ,·oted on
additional lax cuts.
The White House wants Congress
to approve the war bill by April u.
when lawmakers are due to leave town
for a two-week recess. The measure
1vill help co,,er the cost or deploying ·
troops and replacing munitions. But
congressional leaders predict con•
tention over the Oexibility Mr. B11sh is
seeking on a11oca1ing the funds. Three
cabinet departments-Dele1ise, Justiceand Homeland Security-would be
given Immense discretion to spend the
money as llley wan!, and Democrats
said Ille request resembles a series or
"blank checks .•

$10 Billion Verdict
I-lits P hilip Morris
A s10 bllllon ,•eroict against Philip
Morris USA by an Dllnois Judge Is
likely to trigger a new wave or cha!·
Ienges !or major tobacco companies.
The case was the first of a new
round or tobacco cases seeking to bold
Uie companies liable !or d~iving
smokers. ralller than ror any personal
injuries smokers may have suffered.
The suit accused Philip Morris ol dl'lrauding filinols smokers of Marlboro
UgblS and Cambridge Lights by mar,
keting the cigarettes as lower in tar
and nicotine. UIW}'Crs for the plaintiffs allege Phlllp Morris USA knew
that smokers would puff harder and
get as much tar and nicotine as wllll a
regular cigarette as a res1~1.
Philip Morris hos a variety or op- ,
lions to fight the verolct, including
seeking a new trial or decision.

Odds&Ends
U.S. tourist destinations have begun touting themselves as peaceful
havens. while Iobbying !or a share ol
S50 million in federal funds to attract
international travelers to America . ...
Despite lndlcations lllat more busi•
nesses had purehased terrorism insurance In the weeks leading up to the
war, a s11rvey by the Council of Insur•
ance AgenlS and Brokers sbows the
vast majority of businesses have chosen not to buy the coverage.

Thens Hit Hard

By Unemployment
As the economy stniggles,
teenagers across the country are rinding an already dismal employment
scene growing even worse.
Many of the employers that typi·
cally hire teens. such as retailers.
amusement parks and last-food
restaurants, have been holding back
on hiring. Many government-fw1ded
summer-job programs have faced major cutbaeks.
Many think this year will be even
tougher than last year, the worst for
teen employment in 37 years, accoro-

By .IJJy Hetshey
How to contact us:
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Some Consider Changing
IIow They Advertise
In Time ofConflict
By JBFFRBY A. TltACHT8~1lBRG
and BRIAN STEIN13SRG
he outbreak of war is forcing changes in marketing
strategies for products
ranging from cameras to
cars to vodka. Even a
highly anticipated book by
former Enron executive Sherron
Watkins, set to be launched this
week, may get lost In the nurry or
news bulletins and headlines from
the lraqi balllefield.
Doubleday considers "Power
Failure: The Inside S1ory or the Col·
lapse or Enron· by Mimi Swartz wilh
Ms. Watkins, a potential blockbuster.
The publisher has been working on
the book's marketing plans for more
than a year, lining up an impressive
array or national TVinlerviews. The
war. however. may crush those e!rorts.
·rr it is a complicated war, it could
be put on 1he back bul')ler." says
Suzanne Herz. associate publisher at
the Doubleday Broadway Publishing
Group.

T

Jenee, companies worry that market•
ing ellorts appropriate during 1-.eacetime can appear insensitive. Immediately alter the Sept. 11. 2001. attacks, for example. CBS went commercial-free for four days, ABC
stopped running ads for 94 hours.
Fox suspended ads !or 48 hours. and
NBC held oll ads for 70 hours. the
networks say.
When the Gull War broke out in
Focua Shifts
January 1991. airlines. hotels and
other travel companies halted most
Book publishers depend on the
media to generate buzz, and sales .• advertising altogether. Many other
Bui as the recent Columbia space- major sponsors slashed their news•
shutlle disaster showed. times of na- paper and magazine spending to
tional crisis send consumers flocking avoid appearing lrivolous.
to their television sets and newspaLe. . soap
pers !or coverage of the disaster to
This time around. consumer•
lhe exclusion of almost everything
products company Procter & Gamble
else.
It's a lesson that Newsweek mag- Co. said it would pull au or its netazine Senior Editor David A. Kaplan work-TV ads !or the !irst 48 hours of
learned the hard wa)'. On Sept. 10, conflict and, after that period, won'I
2001, Mr. Kaplan's much-anticipated ad,·ertise during any war coverage.
1n1ernct auction site eBay Inc ..
book abOut the 2000 presidential elec•
tlon. "The Accidental President ... got which normally promotes timely
orr to a terrific start. JI was excerpled lllemes, such as summer rentals or
as the cover story ol Newsweek, and hollday merchandise on IIS home
page, said it's d.illicult to predict
Mr. Kaplan appeared on the "Today"
show and "Charlie Rose." But with what would prompt a change in its
the next day's terror attacks. Mr. Ka- marketing plans. But it noted that.
after Ille attacks or Sept. II. it
plan's work quickly vanished lrom
dropped most marketing campaigns
the national agenda.
from its home page.
At the oulbreak or global vio-

or course. 001 all advertising will
cease. although grabbing public at•
tention for new pnxjucts at such a
time is tricky. SOllware-maker
Soltseape Inc. is scaling back on
marketing a new product designed to
help companies or government agen•
cles respond to terrorist acts or nat•
ural disasters. It sent out a press re•
lease early lost week, belore Ille war
began, but hailed plans for promotional direct mail and Web broad•
casts, fearing it would appear to be
cashing in on war.
Diageo PLC. the world's largest
liquor company. is rolling out a super-premium vodka called Ciroc and
planned to introduce it in Los Angeles on April I. Now there may be a de•
lay.
In launching Its new i11stant camera, called One, Pl>Jaroid Corp.
wanted to show the product was lamily-lriendly by inviting 100 moms and
their t-year-olds to birthday parties
In children's museums across the
country. But during time of war, the
company says It Isn't likely 10 get
much coverage. ·we're e,-:iluating
things day by day," says a company
spokeswoman.
Addre. .lng Fears

Some marketers simply have
changed the emphasis of their ads to

address consumer fears. Normally at
Ibis time or year, US Airways would
be promoting spring travel. Instead,
lasl week ii began promoting a
"Peace or ~!ind" Oexible-travel policy. which pro1ides customers with a
variety of optlons to adjust their
night plans inexpensively !or travel
from March 19 through June 17. "Buy
now with confidence,• says a notice
on the aJrllne's Web site.
The producers or Sunday's Academy Awaros show decided to tone
down the glilzy broadcast by drop.
ping the preshow segment in which
movie stars parade down the red car•
pet.
Noting the "pubUc mood is
,•olatile, and we need to be very on
top ol it," WPP Group's Ogil\'Y &
Mather still sees no reason for clients
to pull or delay marketing plans.
says TOny Wrtgbt, chief stralegy olfl•
cer !or the agency, which represenlS
International Business Machines
Corp.• among others. War rears, he
suggests, are part of a larger morass
or concerns abOut terrorism, security
and the economy. The presence or
ads, he says, "is part of daily life.
and there ls something reassuring
about dally life continuing.·
Vanessa O'Connell, Sarah Ellison and
Don Clark contributed 10 this article.

Best Bets
For Calls
In Crisis
By JANE SPENCER
f you were caught up in a tcr•
rorist attack, what would be the
best way to connect with your
lamily quickly?
Communications technology
hos changed dramatically over
the post 18 monlhs. Some BlackBerry
hand-helds, for example. which per•
formed spectacularly on Sept. 11,
2001. have been redesigned. The lat•
est models may be just as subject to
jamming as regular cellphones if net•
works get overloaded. And gadgets
that choked on 9/11 are likely to oiler
belier service in a luture attack.
Over the past year, cellphone companies, Including Sprint PCS and Verizon Wireless, have rolled out new
high-speed data networks that can ac•
commodate heavier traffic loads. In
addition. text messaging, now n standard feature on all wireless phones, is
likely to work even ii voice networks
are lnundaled, because text requires
less capacity and is sometimes sent on
a diUerent part ol Ille network. Virtually every phone made since the late
'90s is equipped with text-messaging.
but only about 15% of users use it regularly. Text messages may be able to
bypass an overloaded network, and
you can quickly blast the same message to a large group of people.
In emergencies. both wireless
carriers and landline phOne companies typically free up lines and gi1•e
priority lo people who are trying to
call out or the affected area. That
means it's often cosier to call out
lrom an emergency location than to
call into Ille area. That's why the Red
Cross urges families to designale a
common family contact who is out•
side llleir region in the event a dlsas•
ter damages the local phone systems.
In some cases, older technology
might actually work better than the
latest gizmo. Take Research In Motion's BlackBerrys. The original
models operate on a data-only net•
work called Mobitex that is known ror
its ability to penetrate buildings and
rarely Jams. But as RIM and other
gadget makers locus on combining
cellphones, organizers and e-mail
Into a single gadget. the newer mod•
els use the same network as regular
cellphones. "ll the cellular networks
arc overloaded. these things are not
going to work," says an analyst with
JDC Research.
RIM says !hat no networks come
with guarantees, and that it's confi•
dent in the Blaek.Berry's perfor•
mance.
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HOWARD vs. Sienna, TOMORROW, Sat., Mar. 29 @Noon
'And ... Last Home Game and SENIOR DAY
HOWARD vs. Shippensburg, Wednesday, Apr. 2 @3:30pm
!! CONGRATULATIONS FOR WIN vs. Delaware State!!

St
HOME GAMES at Banneker Field on Georgia Ave. at Et
THE REAL HU vs. Hampton, Sunday, Mar. 30@ 1pm
HOWARD vs. Coppin, Tuesday, Apr. 1 @2pm
HOW ARD vs. Coppin, Thursday, Apr. 3 @ 4pm
COl\IE OU1' AND SUPPORT 'fH.E LADIES IN 1'HEIR 2ND SEASON!!

, , r~=~ [ ;: :
·

!□$ ~ 5

LAST HOME MATCH
10am, Sunday, Mar. 30, at Banneker Courts
on Georgia Ave. at Euclid St.
HOWARD vs. Mt. St. Mary's

,,
,,

BES1' \VISflES TO THESE 3AND OUR Ol'HER 1lw\l\1 ON THf~ ROAD: \VOMEN'S and MEN'S OUTDOOR TRACK,
WAR CLOUDS MAKING YOU ANXIOUS?
I

You nrt w·elcome to the llnh·ersity Counsrling SN'\·icr c,·rryday at NOON
to ~1articipnte in a lunch time fonun to help manage wm anxiety.
fhe fon1m will be led by e.xpc1 ienccd counselors inn discussion group formnt.
\Vhnt: Discu~sion group to help manage \\'Rr anxiety
\Vhero: University Counseling Service
C.B.Powcll Building, \Ving I
Sixth & Bryant Streets, NW
~1AlN CAt-.tPUS
\Vhen: 12 NOON 2:00 p.m. every weekday UNTIL FURTHFR NOTICE

,,

. This is an open invitation to the ENlIRE University community-students. staff and faculty.
-

Fifty OTHER Things You Can Talk to a Counselor About:
School work/grades, Having a bnby, Stress, Procrastination, Getting·111otivated, Decision about a mnjor, Fitting in,
Getting along with people fro1n other cultures, Adjustment to the University, Concentration, Memory,Birth control,
Relationship with friends, Relationship with roo111n1ates, Relationship with ro1nanti~ partner, Relationship with parent!!,
Relationship with fatnily, Parenting issues, Sexual concerns, Gay/lesbian issues, Shyness, Being assertive, Self-esteem, Self-confidence,
Leaming disability, Depression, Anxieties, Fears, Worries, lfarassment, Irritable feelings, Anger, Hostility, Physical problems,
Eating problems, Alcohol,Work issues, Loneliness, Homesickness, Suicidal feelings, Suicidal behavior, Death of n significant person,
Finances, Incest, Sexual abuse, Rnpe, Sexual assault, Date rape, Threat of violence, Brandishing a firearm,
Stalking, Drugs, Smoking, AIDS, Pregnancy, Abortion, Hitting th~ lottery, Getting married, Getting divorced, Being adopted,
Hopes, wishes and dreams....

Let's talk.
The Howard University Counseling Service
6th and Bryant Streets, N.W. (202) 806·6870
March 2003

Division of Student Affairs
The Hilltop
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Travolta's Dancing Career
By Enoch Tims III
Hilltop Staff Writer

f

~
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, R&B French duo, Les Nubians, have recently released their
second
album "One Step Forward."
I .

'

'

I

Les' Nubians:.
R&B Princesses
'

1

By Ebony Simpson
Hilltop Staff Writer

The
other
woman
dressed in a close- fitting
brown leather wrap, which
Two or three people are hugs her body from her chest
cqatting with the bartender, to just below her hips.
taking full advantage of the
Celia saunters around
open bar, whiie others seem the room, greeting old
to be in network mode, pro- friends and making new
fusely circulating their busi- ones, while Helen chooses to
ness cards.
stay closer to me, where she
There is a couple Joung- can sit and have a quiet coning in one of the leather- versation. This display is the
upholstered booths, with a epitome of what makes their
gate of empty drink glasses professional relationship
on the small candlelit table work, according to Helen.
before them.
"We provide balance for
They snuggle, they whis- each other, when one of us is
per. She laughs with her feeling down, the other raismouth wide open. Every so es her up," ·she says in a thick
often, he belts out a note or French accent.
two and just as quickly she
Born and partly raised in
melts in his arms.
Bordeaux, France, as chilMost seem to appreciate dren the sisters also lived for
the comfort and mobility the seven years on the continent
backbar at the 9:30 Club of Africa, in Chad.
affords, moving from seat to
Descendants
of
a
seat to bar and back to their Parisian father and a
original se.1ts.
Cameroonian mother, Les
And although the small Nubians peer out of widegroup of 12 or 13 people are scoping cultural lens, which
ming li ng - - - - - - - - - - - they
have
and socialactively nuri z i n g
tured.
At
am o n gs t
each
new
t h e m /
travel destiselves, frenation, their
q u e n t _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ first order of
w a t c h
business is to
checks and room scans offer scour the area for the music
a clue that they are all wait- that tells its story.
ing for something - someTheir musical voyages
one.
have inspired sessions in
As quietly as a mouse Jamaica,
London
and
enters a room, so do two Cameroon where they joined
ladies, each standing five- hearts
with
fellow
feet and two inches tall, Cameroonian Manu Dibango
looking similar enough be to create the album's first
fraternal twins.
released song, "Temperature
Daughters of the same Rising," which features rapmother born under the same per Talib Kweli, who also
astrological influence (both happens to be one of their
Libras), eelia and Helen favorite rappers.
Faussart make up the duo
"We love Talib, He's a
Les Nubians.
true musician. He's stays
. They are the unique true to his self and his
Afro-European jazz duo vision," says Helep.
responsible for putting
Their debut album was
French-language music back released in the United States
on the charts in 1999 with months · after its initial
their
debut
album release in June of 1998 in
"Princesses Nubiennes."
France, Switzerland and
Since then, the hvo have · Belgium. It became the most
been around the world and successful French,language
back, soaking up inspiration album in America in over a
aµd beats ,from some of the decade, which Helen feels is
greatest world musicians a true testament to the pasalive, in order to deliver that sion they have-pnt into their
universal flavor to their lat- . works.
. est album, "One Step
"Singing was not the
Fon>'ard," released on Mar. only possibility for me; I
25.
would have been a lawyer or
The slightly taller one, a
successful
business
dressed in loose fitting pants woman. It really doesn't
and shirt, has the appear- matter, so long as you have
ance of someone who just passion in your life."
stepped off of a plane: tired
and weary, . but happy to S
haveJinally'arrived.
ee LES page 83

Exclusi·ve
nterview

It has been more than 25
years since the pop-culture
phenomenon that was
"Saturday Night Fever" was
released on to the masses,
yet its leading man, (now
49) John Travolta, is still
making the girls scream.
One could easily attribute the Tiger Beat fanfare to
the 'pimpin' white disco suit
he wore or perhaps, that
other
little
musical,
"Grease." On the other
hand, maybe Travol'ta's
seemingly · immortal fan
base comes from his tragically hip turn in those other
pop-cultural p!lenomena,
"Pulp Fiction• and the "Look
\'Ibo's Talking" films.
Whatever the case, all
fans should be pleased Travolta is back with a new
film, "Basic."
In the film, the actor
takes part in basic train,ing
with highly trained Rangers.
He was also requried to buff
up to once again play the
Hollywood bad-boy we have
coem to know and love.
But if Richard Gere can
tap dance his way through
"Chicago," then wha t is
stoppmg the king of disco
from taking back his musical
throne? For that matter,
why wasn't Travolta tapdancing in Chicago?
"I was offered [the role
in] Chicago', like, three
times," Travolta recalls , "I
turned it down, because I
was not seduced by it ... no
one came and said, 'okay,
this is my vision."
In explaining the decision to play the role in Basic
he explains that it was personally sold to him. "[Tbe
role] was presented to me
five times witb seduction and
concepts. I thought tha t
maybe the lack of seduction
for Chicago meant a lack in
vision .. .If I had to do it over
again, maybe I would have
met with the d irector."

Actor John Travolta, passed on an offer for " Chicago," choosing to film action movie
" Basic".
·

Still Travolta doesn't
see m bitter about passing
"Chicago." Besides, Travolta
has been in his share of
award-winning
movies.
Though he has only been
nominated twice for an
Academy Award, the actor
has won a few Golden
Globes, BAFTA's, and MTV
movie awards.
The actor is obviously
loved by his fans and now
that he is teaming up with
his main man Samuel L.
Jackson, one can all but taste
the golden bucket of popcorn

coming liis way,
"We had been waiting so
long to do something together," Travolta says. "I mean he
could have done 'Get Shorty,'
but that didn't work out.
['Basic'] was like the first
thing he was truly right for
and I was truly right for:
Even though most of our
scenes parallel each other,
the chemistry is still there.
We got to hang and catch up
... but I'd like to do another
movie, too, where we could
do more together."
Nonetheless, until that

project comes, Travolta fans
will be thrilled to know he is
in Baltimore right now film-

ing a firemen pie called,
"Ladder 49, • with Joaquin
Pheonix - which should
prove to be a fitting "homage" to America's firemen.
While speaking of America, it
was natural our conversation
to extend to the current war,
how this heightened alert has
affected Travolta's life in
genera l and choice of projects:

See DANCE page B3

Ani DiFranco's Evolve: ·A Review
By° Jennifer L. Williams

Hilltop Staff Writer

Grade: A
Ani DiFranco is the
embodiment of the independent music sta.r.
For individuals who are
open to exposing themselves to ·
different genres of music and
refuse to limit themselves to
the standard rap and R&B fare,
DiFranco's voice is one you
must come to know. ·
DiFranco's latest work,
"Evolve," is a listen-worthy
effort, seducing the listener
with dynamic instrumentation
and thought-provoking, conscious lyrics. .
DiFranco has definitely
paid her dues in an industry
laden with flash and excess.
From starting her own record
label .a~ age 20, to writing and
recordmg for 13 years, ·
Di Franco has never strayed
from re-inventing herself.
Starting with her debµt
self-titled album to her previous offering, "So Much
Shouting, So much Laughter,"
DiFranco proves herself to be a
brave soul who never hesitates
to speak her mind.
In this vein, DiFranco's
latest is unmistakably an
album that packs a punch.
The 12 tracks on "Evolve•
question everything, from the

commanding a listeners' rapt
attention.
The album's title track,
"Evolve," finds Difranco
strategically toying with various vocal variations, as she
delivers her lyrics with the
help of her acoustic guitar.
Lyrics such as "It took me
too long to realize/ that I
don't take good pictures/ cuz
I have the kind of beauty that
moves," allow DiFranco to
showcase her vulnerability
while allowing her resolve to
shine through.
Another notable standout
on this album includes her
usage of dynamic musicians,
that only further compliment
her vibrant guitar strumming
PHOTO COURTESY OF MTV.COM
and her lilting vocal crooning.
The end result yields a studioSoulful folk artist Ani Difranco has always been known for
created album with a believher blen!I of soft instrumentals and hard-hitting lyrics.
able, live show sound.
"Evolve" is a sparkling
vacillating world in which we ters' house."
aural
masterpiece capturing
live, to the various people and
As she sings, it becomes
places that DiFranco encoun- evident that she refuses to DiFranco's implications perters to insecurities that become complacent with the fectly. Her statements are
DiF;anco herself faces.
issues shaping the world political and inspiring without
On
songs
like a.round her, and she effortless- becoming preachy or redun"Serpentine,"
DiFranco ly sings about her perceptions dant.
The beauty of DiFra'nco's
absolutely shines, beginning with a deftness few artists are
work is that she never "sings" a
witl1 an entrancing, lush guitar able to match.
song;
she delivers a message to
solo, and continuing in her
"Evolve• allows DiFranco
trademark passionate manner, to play around with various music and invites listeners·
pondering out loud:
musical styles, from the jazz- along for a journey into her
"And the music indnstry is infused "Promised Land" to mind.
For those not used to alterpimping girl power/ and hip- the staccato, piano-driven "O
hop is tied up in the back My My."
nati~e music, Di~ranco's
room/ with a logo stuffed.in.its· , • Propelled -,liy; DjFtanco's,. mu~1c e~~n~_your mmd ,a nd
mouth/ 'cuz the master's tools verbal fuel, these songs seem opens a listener to ~xperiencwill never dismantle the mas- to take on a life of their own, mg new sounds and ideas.

-·- .
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Neo-Rap & ·Soulful R&B
T-Love Takes
Music Way Back
By David Johns
Hilltop Staff Writer

Grade: B
Occasionally a song
catches your ear, a melody, a
note, something catches your
attention and you find yourself r eaching to make the
connection to the artist or
song that it's reminiscent of.
Often times, the mark of a
true talent is the ability to
conjure up feelings associated with classic songs of the
time when music was art and
not this overly sampled bubble gum produced stuff that's
overplayed on the airwaves.
T-Love's debut fulllength album "Long Way
Back," is one such album.
Filled with old school
rhymes, rhythms and remnants of days when hip-hop
sold messages of self fulfillment, painted pictures of
how happy black life could be
and contemplated the \'fays
self expression led to one's
ability to be free. The artist,
who also produced the
album, manages to artfully
handle an eclectic range of
styles with assuran ce and
aplomb.
"Long Way Back" is
packed with live instruments
and lyrics containing messages and infectious tunes
possessing the potential to
melodically transport one
back to the hip-hop pro-

duced by the likes of De La
Soul,
Bahamadia
and
Pharcyde.
Ardently
intelligent
lyrics, verdant harmonies
and rhythmic breakbeats
combine with jazzy riffs and
featured guests such as
Dwele to capture the essence
of an artist who cites her
inspiration in everything
from the poetry of Nikki
Giovanni and Maya Angelou,
to hip-hop's first ever commercial female rap group
The Sequence, to the timeless cont ributions of Billie
Holliday and Teena Marie.
"I been through all types
of pain- I been through all
types o' weather/ Kept it
together/ Been through trials, tri bulations, "T-Love
recalls on the albums title
track. The track - produced
by Jay-Dee (Slum Vill age,
D'Angelo, Q-tip) and aided
by the pleasing resonance of
soul singer Dwele's vocals embodies t he essence of the
T-Love's musical range,
employing her flair for broken beats and unusual but
delightful cadences.
"Long Way Back" proclaims t he new beginning of
an artist that's been in the
game for quite some time.
A reco rd that's been in
the works for some 12 years
pr omises to mark the
entrance of a multitalented
rapper/vocalist who is ready
to turn the world of hip-hop
upside down - or r ight side
around.

Kindred: Strikes a Chord with a
Sound That Flawlessly Fits
By David Johns
Hilltop Staff Writer

Grade: A
Finding the right combination of music is difficult.
Finding symbiotic chemistry
both personally and musically
is virtually unheard of.
While difficult, and somewhat reserved for fairytales,
the singec-songwriter husband
and ,vife team of Fatin
Dantzler and Aja Graydon,
known collectively as Kindred,
blends a soulful mix of intricate vocal interplay, a range of
musical genres and a sense of
solidarity to produce a brand
of soul-stirring music on their
debut "Surrender to Love."
The couple, although relatively new to the spotlight have
been gathering a core of devoted fans for years. Dantzler, as
a teenager penned songs for
artists such as Pebbles and
Bell Beveo, while Graydon
signed a deal as a soloist at the
tender age of 15.
Proudly proclaiming the
love they have for one another
and the commitment they have
jointly made to music, Kindred
strikes a chord with a multiplicity of melodic tempos and
themes.
"We is a beautiful thing /
you and me is a beautiful
thing," croons the duo backed
by a powerful yet intimate 10piece band.
The Phil adelphia-based
group, brought to Hidden

PttOTO COURTESY OF \WIW EUAVIE8 COM

Husband and wife duo, Kindred, hits all the right notes, both personally and musically,
with debut LP "Surrender to Love".

Beach Recordings president, midtempo, "~stful song about play and soulful-ness.
Steve McKeever, by Grammy two lovers escaping the trials
"If I had just one wish it
nominated singer Jill Scott, and tribulations of every day would be to stay together/ stay
artfully combines honey coal- life to simply enjoy their love.
together and grow together/
ed voices and attractive hooks
"Lo,•ing you is dance/ the and its not much to ask of us/
to successfully bring a fresh rhythm of life/ and if there's a I know we can do it/ I always
approach to the recently media chance/ I want you till I die," knew it," they lyrically confess
infatuated genre, neo-soul.
the two sentimentally profess to one another.
On ·surrender to Love," to one another suppor1ed by
The couple urges their lis,the duo, supported by an equally passionate instrumen- teners to "Surrender to Love,"
impressive array of producers, tals.
on an album that is sure to
supplies the listener \\ith 18
Another mid-tempo song, secure consistent radio and
tracks that pleasingly flow "Stars," showcases the univer- home stereo play for some
from commanding to comfort- sality of the couple's dedica- time to come.
ing.
tion to both one another and
The album begins with the music but spotlights the intriduo's first single "Far Away," a cacies of the pair's vocal inter-

''One Step Forward'' is a Step Above the Others
By Ebony Simpson
Hilltop Staff Writer

Grade: A+
The piano joins in with the
soulful saxophone and both belt
out a welcoming serenade.
Studio-simulated raindrops
clear the path as golden chimes
signal the coming of a cosmic
hour.
Quick-witted drums speak
sternly of a journey yet to
unfold.

Our wise-hearted guides
Helen and Celia of Les Nubians,
take over the bass beat, lipdrumming "Doomb-Doom-Da
Doom-Doomb," and at once
introduce musical travelers to a
most-melodious underworld,
where mysteries unfold, lessons
are learnt and the poisonous
snake within is charmed.
"One Step Forward,• scheduled to drop Mar. 25 'round tl1e
world is Les Nubians" sophomore album.
"J'Veux D'la Musique,"
sung completely in French, is

the one song that will make you
fall in love with the French language. The words seem to tumble, twist and slide elegantly off
the tongue making a beautiful
music of their own.
"Temperature Rising," is
the album's first single. The
song features rapper intellectual Talib Kweli and a melody of
beats raining down on tl1e ears
of listeners causing simultaneous head bopping, toe tapping,
chest popping, and neck
swirling
The album's namesake, is a

tantalizing track with singing song a mother would sing to her yourself," and a musical tug-offlutes and ringing alarms play- children.
war between Les Nubians' traning forward to background
"Que Le Mot Soil Perle," quil voices and the other instruchants of "One step forward / translated as, "that words are ments. However, the song does
Two steps back."
pearls," sounds off with end in a high hopeful note.
On the inside sleeve of the Spanish guitar and drums rem"One Step Forward" is an
CD, sLx of the songs are linked iniscent of one of Brazilian essential body of music and
to different times of the day. artist Astrud Gilberto's easy- inspiration. It is not Helen and
"Saravah," a song Celia and going tunes.
Celia, but rather the essence of
Helen say their mom sang to
"La Guerre" means, "'war," Les Nubians that reverberates
them, is the five a.m. song. and this lengthy song relays the in the heart.
"Saravah" indeed feels like the very emotionality of war. There
And no, French language
fresh dawn. Cool und clean, is a continuously fierce drum ability is not a must, like all true
light and airy and innocent, line, a solemn violinist, an an,x- music, the beauty is in the
reminding listeners of every- ious chorus resounding "What sound.
thing. good in life, the kind of you understand / reflections of

Basic: A Basically Bad Film
By Enoch Tims
Hilltop Staff Writer

Grade: C
Everyone loves a good
thriller.
"Cape
Fear,"
"Sixth
Sense" and "The Silence of
the Lambs" are all testaments
to that fact.
Everyone loves a good
war movie, too.
Refer to films such as
"Saving Private Ryan," "Black
Hawk Down," and the venerable "Apocalypse Now" as
case in point.
And it doesn't get much
better than a hybrid of the
two genres.
"A Few Good Men," "The
Hunt for t he Red October"
and "Crimson Tide" serve as
evidence.

B2

Perhaps these last hybrid
offerings are what the filmmakers of the new fi lm,
"Basic," had in mind.
Unfortunately, director John
McTiernan missed the mark
with his latest thriller and it
is truly flabbergasting, considering he was same director
for other classics such as
"The Hunt for the Red
October," "Die Hard" and
even the witty and stylish,
"Thomas Crown Affair.•
For
this
movie,
McTiernan's direction has
resulted in choppy dialogue,
absurd twists and certain
unforgivably muted performances (more on that later).
"Basic"
stars
John
Travolta as ex-Army Ranger,
current DEA agent, Tom
Hardy, called in to investigate a SNAFU occurri ng at a
military base at the Panama
Canal. Apparently, there are

only two survivors of a routine tra ining exercise, which
resulted in the disappearance of a Sergeant (Samuel
L. Jackson) and the Rangers
under his. command.
Hardy, along with Capt.
Julia Osbourne, is given the
pertinent mi ssion of uncovering the truth behind these
tragic even ts.
Insert some intrigue
about a mysterious military
faction called Section 8, a lot
of gunfire, Carnival and the
audience has the disjointed
and ridiculous film, "Basic."
With a cast that includes
great talents such as Samuel
L. Jackson, John Travolta,
Connie Nielson and Giovanni
Ribisi, making this film an
exercise in anticipation
should have been a cakewalk.
However the director didn't
even have the sense to use his
trump, Jackson, effectively in

Samuel L. Jackson fires shots at his former team members in action film ''Basic".

the film.
Jackson is grievously
underused and the audience

The Hilltop

will probably never forgive
the film for it. One could
count the minutes of screen

time Jackson has on one

See BASIC page 85
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Travolta's Dancing Career
DANCE from B1
"Well, I've always had the
luxury of having security
around me at all times ...
even at my home and especially at special events. So I
haven't had the immediate
concern others have had ... I
have always felt protected."
Alluding to "Basic,"
Travolta admits to heightening his awareness of the
scripts he chooses.
"When considering the
script, I asked myself: What
did it say about our mili-

tary?" Travolta relates. "If
this is an ugly [depiction),
what is the point? Even in
'Pulp Fiction,' the darkness
was balanced by the levity of
Sam and myself. · I would
rather that a film I make not
be purely dark."
Apparently, Travolta is a
conscient ious filmmaker-a
particularly rare occurrence
in such a formulaic and bottom-line-obsessed environment. Couple that fact with
his seeming x factor and it
looks like the name, John
Travolta, has reached a level

of immortality that even a
Kennedy could appreciate.
For every "Battlefield
Earth" there will always be a
"Swordfish" and for every
"Look Who's Talking Now"
there will always be a "Get
Shorty."
Besides, even if they
don't make another "Grease,"
generations to come will
always find Travolta at home
in the welcoming arms of
Olivia Newton John, and
· that's just fine.
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608 Rhode·Island Avenue NE

Les Nubians: R&B
Princesses
See LES from B1
The sisters have taken
seats in the corner booth of
the bar and begin signing
autographs. They bless people with words like: "peace,"
"inspiration" and "guidance."
They smile easily and juggle
multiple
conversations
effortlessly. The passion
Helen speaks of is not the
kind that shines through as a
bubbly, energetic personality.
The sisters possess that
cool intellectual passion that
listens intently with the fervor of a young scholar and
responds as intellectually as
the most distinguished professor. For two young women
aged 23 and 26, they possess

the demeanors of wise grandmothers.
Both women have actually become mothers s ince
their debut album was
released. Celia, the younger
sister, named her now twoyear-old daughter Makeda
after the hit-song that sent
their first album soaring up
the charts.
Both claim the experience of motherhood has
helped build their character
immensely
"Motherhood makes you
project yourself with more
patience and love," says
Helen. "And it also makes
you less doubtful of yourself,
because now you are doing it
for your child."
Les Nubians also say they

202-529-S494
202 529-5499 (fax>

are doing it for the people, a
long and varied list of people
who musical influences they
feel has contributed to their
distinctive sound. Miriam
Makeba, Ella Fitzgerald, the
Fugees, Fela Kuti, and Jazzie
B of Soul II Soul are just a
few. French rappers such as
MC Solaar and Mel' Groove
have also left their imprint
on the foundation Les
Nubians' build their sound
upon.
"Music is a great way to
transmit a cultura l background," Celia says. "Making
this record was, in part, a
way for our generation to
give tribute to musicians
we've looked up to and see
that their music gets the
recognition it deserves."

,--------.- -------------,
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"Quest for the Best Penny
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2003 Graduating Glass
We invite you to participate in the Graduating Student Gift Campaign
by purchasing an engraved brick a long Founders Walk. As a graduate of
Howard University. you can leave your legacy while supporting the
University financially. Join thousands of Howard University alumni and
friends who have already inscribed their legacy. Purchase your brick by
May I , 2003 and receive a commemorative ulumm key chain.
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:yet Prize $50
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Your financial situation O.e.
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Calling ALL St:udent:s
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Basic: A Basically Bad Film
BASIC from B2
hand and he really never gets
his chance to shine. No
offense, Travolta, but you
cannot carry this film on
your own and most filmgocrs
will go to this film under the
false
pretenses
of a
Travolta/Jackson reunion.
If only that was the lone
problem with this characteristically forced and preposterous movie. One has to
mention the forced chemistry between Travolta and
Nielson whose ability to
induce an eye-roll is only
matched by its ability to
spark obviously unintended

laughter.
Watch the scene where
Nielson and Travolta disguise their thinly veiled sexual innuendo by engaging in
boringly conceived fisticuffs
and see if you don't groan in·
disbelief.
If it weren't for the fact
that these actors already
have the Hollywood wattage
to overcome bad acting like
this, they would probably
end up joining actors Mario
van Peebles and Shannon
Tweed in B-movie purgatory.
Whoever wrote this
script needs to learn the difference between a plausible
twist and an extra 30 minutes of celluloid. Every time

l

the audience thinks the film
is over McTiernan, James
Vanderbilt, or whoever is
responsible for this affront,
throws a monkey wrench
into the script that only
serves as an increase in the
amount of time it will take
for a bathroom break. There
is probably no way to be sure
of the origin of the many
faults in this film, so blame
the director.
It just seems like
Mctiernan came across too
many problems and simply
picked the wrong solution.
Unfortunately, for all parties
involved, what has resulted
is a film that should be called
base, not "Basic."
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Hero.

Founded following World
Viar II, the Paralyzed
Veterans of America (PVA)
is made up of veterans of
the armed forces who have
experienced spinal cord
injury or disease. We continue to serve our nation
on many fronts:
• Advocacy for the civil • Advocacy for quality • Public education
about paralysis
health care
rights of Americans
with disabilities
• Assistance to veterans • Sports and recreation
programs
to obtain their
• Spinal cord injury
and disease research
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To help PVA continue to serve paralyzed
veterans, call toll-free (866) USA 4 PVA
or vi~it www.pva.org
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Write HIST0,ll
get PAID ...
The Hilltop is looking for DEDICATED \Vriters, Editors,
Paginators, Photographers, and
Cartoonists for 2003-2004.
Applications can be picked up in
The Hilltop Office in The West
Plaza Towers or in the Departmi;fit
of Journalism room C246

Deadline: April 9 by 5pm
March 28, 2003
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Time
Management
Bernard Murray
Sports Editor
March Madness and
Spring Break in the same
week; it doesn't get any better.
Well, actually, I can think
of one thing that could top the
first two rounds of non-stop
NCAA basketball, which is, of
course, the Illinois High School
Association (IHSA) State
Tournament.
The same weekend the
NCAA tournament commenced, the IHSA state basketball tournament began.
NCAA basketball had to take
the back burner because my
high school made it down
state.
I had to support them.
I guess it's because they
never went down state in my
four years; but I am not bitter.
Their performance wasn't
the issue, because they played
hard, yet lost to Peoria Central
in th,e semifinals. It's the game
and the high school rules that
are suspect.
My high school and other
schools had every chance to
pull off a win, but the ball
stayed at only one end of the
floor.
With eight-minute quarters and no shot clock, the
team with the lead usually held
the ball and played keep away
to secure the win.
I saw teams with threepoint leads and three minutes
and some change control the
ball and the clock.
Whoa, that takes the fun
out of basketball.
The five-second rule is the
only rule that prevents teams
from standing stationary with
the ball; it keeps the ball moving.
Right...
High school basketball
games need shot clocks.
Danny Biasone didn't
invent the 24-second shot
clock for nothing. He saw that
the game needed changing,
and as owner of the Syracuse
Nationals, he and GM Leo
Ferris came up with the idea
for a shot clock during the
1954-55 season.
Immediately, scoring rose
from an average of 79.5 points
per game to 93.1.
Even the NCAA has a 35second shot clock.
Why are high schools so
special that they don't need
shot clocks?
I can understand. There
are only eight-minute quarters,
but hell, it's high school basketball; they aren't five year olds
who don't know the game.
These are athletes. Even
with a 40-second shot clock a
team can create something.
Some athletes, I am not
dropping names, go straight to
the pros.
Where's the preparation?
If high school prepares
students academically for college, then why can't high
school train basketball players
for the NCAA and possibly the
NBA with a shot clock?
Let's face it; western culture is about time management.
If there weren't the
urgency to accomplish goals
within a desired time, how
would we ever know when our
time here is up?

PHOTOS COURTESY OF PJSTAA COM

Top left, Nate Mlnnoy shows his finesse, shooting over a would-be defender. Top, right MT. Carroll's Brett yochem can't contain Nate Minnoy as he powers
his way to the hole.
•

When All Hales Broke Loose
Bernar d Murray
Sports Editor
The beauty ·of sports is
that no team stays on top forever.
The leaders of the pack are
supposed to fall every once in
a while. That's what keeps the
underdogs motivated - knowing they could be the David
that slays the mighty Goliath.
And for Hales Franciscan,
a Catholic high school on
Chicago's South Side, the
sleeping giant woke up.
While most of the nation
was focused on the NCAA
tournament, the drama that is
the Tilinois High School
Association (IHSA) they
missed.
People in Illinois know
that the IHSA is the home of
March Madness; it's their
chance to sec their sons,
brothers, nephews or grandchildren play in a front of
10,000 plus at a university
stadium.
The tournament took
place in Peoria, Illinois and
schools play hard all season
with hopes of making that trip.
The Spartans of Hales finished to regular s·eason with a
record of 24-6 and won the
Super-Sectionals to earn their
first trip to Peoria in 10 years.
Hilles performance spoke
for itself.
They would eventually go
on to win state; but becoming

the first all-black school to win the Class A title since Reagan rode down on the bus the
state came with some contro- was president: superiority cheer their team on.
versy.
complex, persecution com"Of the 10,000 fans, 9,000
TIie IHSA said Hales' plex, style and officiating.
were for the other team," said
freshman
guard
Jerome
"Going down state is simi- Randle.
Randle and sophomore Nate lar to going to the NCAA Final
"It's exciting when people
Minnoy, who transferred from Four. It's something that aren't pulling for you. You
Mt. Carmel, violated rules that could be overwhelm ing, but have to show them," said senprohibited athletic recruiting we did a good job focusing in ior forward Junies Heyward.
by Catholic schools.
on our task," said London.
"There's a lot of pressure
Hales' officials were confiHis Spartans breezed being an all-black school. We
dent they would be cleared of through the quarterfinals and had to put on a class act to win
all allegations, while the com- semifinals beating Breese refs over," said senior center
munity of Hales, located on Central and Warrensburg- Andre Johnson.
49th and Cottage Grove Ave., Latham 65-47 and 62-45
London said spectators
belie\'ed it was race-related.
respectively.
had no confidence in the team
Randle provided constant
The State Final wasn't until they saw them play.
contribution with his handling going to be easy; they played
It was their defensive
and penetration.
the number one team, Mt. intensity and fast-paced play
"I don't try to be like any- Carroll, and London said three that forced 23 turnovers and
body but myself. I like embar- games in two days takes it's converted them into 24rassing people with my toll on a team.
points.
crossover," Randle said.
The semifinal games, both
By the end of the firsi periPrior to their quarterfinal Hales and Mt. Carroll, were od, Hales had a commanding a
game, Coach Gray London played hours before their lead, 19-2 and looked to run
shared an article by Mark final, howevqr; Hales was the away with the championship.
Potash with his team.
benefactor. They had more
But .Mt. Carroll wasn't
The article was published time after their game to recu- number one for no reason.
in the Chicago Sun-Times a perate.
They would eventually
year before Hales visit to state.
"As soon as we won the chip away at the Hales lead
"Since Providence-St. Mel quarterfinal game we put the point by point and by half time
won the title in 1985, Chicago- kids on lock down. We got Mt. Carroll was down by nine
area representatives have pro- them lunch and got them off points.
duced nothing but disappoint- their feet," said London.
"There was no pressure.
ment,• Potash told the SunThey had a lot of confi- We've been in too many tight
Timcs. "Only two teams- dence winning their quarterfi- situations to buckle. It doesn't
Hales in 1993 and Aurora nal and London said that he matter whether the lead two
Christian in 1995-cven have had never had a team that had points or 19 points," said
reached the championship so much focus in a tournament Heyward.
game.•
environment.
Both London and Second
In the article, Potash outThe State Final was played Team All Conference Nate
lines the reasons why a at 8:30 p.m. and Hales had Minnoy agreed that was their
Chicago-area team hasn't won support from students who main focus.

London said they weren't
a great offensive team - it was
their defense that created
their offense.
"We're a team that generates runs. Anytime we get a
run it puts us in a position to
win," said London.
Mt. Carroll came back and
tied the game "~th six minutes
left in the fourth quarter. They
took their first and only lead
30 seconds later.
The nail-biting came when
Jeremy Haas, ending the night
with 26 points, nailed a critical three to bring the Hales
lead to one ,-,jth 19 seconds
left.
"The previous two times
we faked long and came back
to get the ball. The defense bit
short both times. So we tested
them long," said London.
A football pass the length
of the court was a strike to
Mike Robinson who took it in
for lay up.
"It rattled them so much
that they threw the ball away
the next possession," said
London.
That was the game.
"It felt good to have the
opportunity to do something
most don't. It made the community look good," said
Minnoy. "Second Team All
Conference was a good accom
plishment, but it wouldn't
have meant anything if we
didn't win state."

Bison Lacrosse Falls to Mount St. Mary's
By Soraya N. McDonald
Hilltop Staff Writer

during the game.
from Addie Lewis (four points)
Senior Kathy Theodore, and Erin Lamotte (four points).
assisted by junior Eva Okereke
The Bison went on a run in
On Tuesday, the Howard scored the first goal for the the last 15 minutes of the game
University women's lacrosse Bison at .the 14:55 mark. The where they scored four of their
team suffered a crushing 21-8 Lady Bison went on to score five second-half points.
defeat to the Mountaineers of two more goals in the first half,
The Bison defense played a
Mount St. Mary's College and bringing the score to 12-3.
role and saved 13 of the 31 shots
Seminary, their second loss in
Mount St. Mary's contin- on goal, five by Maya Watkins
three days.
ued to pound the Bison going and eight by Shatarnh Ramirez.
"I didn't think that we into the second half. Their The Mountaineers were able to
played as well as we could have. offense scored three more stop 11 of the Bison's 24
This lacrosse team is one of the points in the first five minutes. attempts at goal, six sa\'cs from
strongest that Howard has had
Coach Vaughn said that the Naomi Campano and five from
so far and this game was an Bison's lackluster performance Sarah Rowan.
unusual performance for us. seemed to stem from the illness
The Lady Bison will host
They were challenging; they and injuries of several players.
Sienna College in their next
were definitely a competitive
"We were coming back game tomorrow at Greene
team,• head coach Melinda from Florida where a few play- Stadium at 12 p.m. This-game
Vaughn said.
ers caught a bug," Vaughn said. marks the annual family day.
TI1e Mountaineers (2-6, 0-1
Despite the sickness of The Lady Bison ,-,jll not only
NEC) were led by freshman some of her teammates, senior recognize the team family, but
Kirby Day, who had five goals Chizoba Egbuono and fresh- the families of seniors and
and two assists in Tuesday's man Brittany Merritt gave returning players alike.
game.
healthy pcrforn1ances.
The Lady Bison "ill look to
Less than five minutes into
Egbuono led the team with redeem themselves from the
the game, Day had already four goals and Merritt con- misfortune of Tuesday's game.
racked up two goals and an tributed with two.
Coach Melinda Vaughn is "conassist. It was merely a pre,~cw
Most of the Mountaineers fident that they'll play a great
of the rest of her performance offense relied on contributions game Saturday."

PHOTO COURTESY OF A.LL PAO PHOTOS

Brittany Merritt searches for an open opportunity.
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We're all busy 1neeting life's deadlines and com1nitments.
As your good neighbor agent, I can lend a hand with your
insurance so you can concentrate on the rest of your life.
Count on me for all your car, home, life and health insurance
needs. Call me today.

Max James,

LUTCF

2301 Georgia Avenue NW Ste R
Washington, DC
202-319-0005

STATE

LIKE A GOOD NEIGHBOR

FARM

A,

STATE FARM IS THERE."'

INSURANCE

C!!)

P026 12

statefann. c o,n"'
S t a te Fann Insurance Co1npa11ies • Home Offices: Rloon1ingto11, Illinois

O-l/02

Join Us for an belting New Teaching Series by Pastor D. Bernard Wright:

a ;ngli e klonder ull~~
les Which Will Enhance The Quality of Your Life.
Sunday .lfes~age Scltedule:
l\Luch 16- ·stop l\Iessmg Up) our Lifer'
!\larch 23 -") on Ccm Be H,1ppr
\Jo l\fatte1· iVhatr'
l\larch 30 - 'Overcome Neg,1tirity
My1 ifeand I wou_ld i1kelo invite you to joinu~for
& l 1m1 Yom Life Arotmd.''
t~1s pow. !Lil tenec of mescagec. We believe
trey \·~II be encoumging ond life-changing for all April 6 - "\Vhat Yon Tiunk of l\le
ls None ot ~ly Businessr'
in attendarce We \vould love to have you as
1
our s•'.>fe1 guc:~1 Je.u, came that we might April 13 - 'Forgiveness - \ Bold
h:i e ife Be ng for~r students of Howard
Choict tor aPeacehtl Heart"
Unive•sity we have constructed a crorch April 20 - 'Easter Celebration"
commu;i1ty 1,hich Is designed to miiister to the
(Drnma Presentation)
needs of people who don't mind being 'real."
MMy of oLr member~ Je pre$ent ood fonner \ April 27 - '1 Know How to Handle
meJrb r of f-!owJd and beieve you v.ill feel
tlie Devil, But \\11atDo
right ntho!'ie Come Share Life Wrth Us'
I Do\\ 1th Gottr'
Pastoro C"ori 'd &MlfMl Wnght

March 28, 2003

What you will discover at
Dominion Church...
• Fnendly lo, mgpeople
• Relcri:ed atmosphere
• hnpachn$. and Care-filled
Cluldren si\finishy
• Jnsp1ring Bible 1\Jessages
• l 'j; 1rflmg .\lu~ic
• Powe,fitl Relevant Teen 1\Jinisfly
• .>1!11ltt-C11lt11ral Expression
• , I Great T1111e at Church
The Hilltop
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Answering the Call
Recall all of the stories can sit in the front of the bus now is our responsibility.
you've heard and all the photo- and yes we can sit at the counter
We should never be foolish
graphs and video footage you've of diner, but the struggle is by enough to think that the
seen of the Civil Rights move- nomeansover. Whatwehaveisa Michigan case that will be heard
ment of the 1950s and 6os. generation that has become stig- on Tuesday is something that
Picture the vivid imagery of our matized with the most dangerous does not affect us. Affinnative
grandfathers and grandmothers brand - apathy.
action is for our brothers and sisparticipating in sit-ins, and Rosa
On Tuesday April tst, HUSA ters who will never be given the
Parks refusing to give up her seat and the Michigan club will lead opportunity to get into that colon that bus after a long day's HBCU students from across the lege or obtain that e.~ecutive posiwork. Recall how that
tion at that eompany
single courageous act
under normal circumby
one
woman
stances. Not because
sparked the large scale
they are not qualified or
bus boycott that
don't deserve it, but
changed
history.
because they were disPicture the monumenadvantaged by an
On April 1, 2002 all
tal marches across the
unequal playing field
nation's capital led by
and, sadly, racism.
Howard students should
Dr. Martin Luther
In our parents and
take part in the ,narch for grandparents generaKing, Jr.
That generation
tion, there was call for
affirmative action.
was one of spirit,
mobilization to end the
tenacity, determinainjustice that was legaltion, and heart. It was
ized by segregation and
a generation that refused to sit country in a large scale march to Jim Crow Laws. Today, the call is
back complacently while injus- the steps of the Supreme Court. for us to make sure that aflinnatice reigned.
We will show our support for the tive action is secured for our
So what has changed over University of Michigan's admis- future generations who deserve a
the past forty-five years that has sions policy that considers race fair chance. On Black Tuesday,
caused such a dramatic downfall as a factor in aooeptances. This is show the world that the srudents
in activism?
not something we should partici- of Howard University cannot be
Is it complacency? Yes, we pate in if we have the time, but it labeled as apathetic.

a

Our View:

The Media and the War
on Iraq
The job of the news
Aaron Brown, also of
"We are unsure as to
media is to inform the CNN, aggressively con- whether or not Sadam
public. Moreover, it is to fronted
Al
J azeera's Hussein or his sons are
do so in an unbiased and Washington bureau chief, dead or a live. " "Certain
objective
manner.
It Hafez al-Mirazi, on air for people have been killed."
seems that the American a iring photos of American
These h eadlin es are
broadcast news
just a coup le of
media
has
examples of the
missed the en tire
hazy reporting we
essence of what
have seen on the
it means to do
war. This is not
this job.
reporting. This is
Now that the
throwing
out
war on Iraq is
The American news media
every bit of inforfully underway,
mation, be it
we have wit- should be objective and unbicredible or not,
nessed the most
just to have someased with reporting of the
disgusting editothing
to
talk
rializing
and
War on Iraq.
about.
subjectivity on
And why is the
the part of the
war the only thing
American news
the news media is
media.
POW's. MSNBC went even reporting on? We h ave
Not only is it unfair, further by scolding his been bombarded with
but it is unprofessional. refusal to not air the pho- non-stop war coverage on
Other countries around tos, as requested by the television over the past
the world-- such as Great White House. Funny how week.
Britain-have
been they never brought up
While the war is
reporting on the war as it how
the
Pentagon undoubtedly the foremost
should be - without bias.
released p ictures of the issue in news right now,
In
particular, Talib an an d Al Qaeda there are other things to
American anchor men and prisoners at Camp X-Ray. report on.
women h ave exemplified
Patriotism and supInstead of having
the most slanted report- port of our troops is one hours long reports on the
ing . CNN's Lou Dobbs thing but this is not pro- war that are riddled with
described the grenade fessional reporting. When unimportant small talk
attack on American troops assuming the position of and
lack of depth,
as "terrorism." Terrorism p ublic informer, one must reporters should use some
is an attack on civilians, check his or h er personal of this time to report on
not soldiers during war. If views and do just that - other events.
this was to be considered inform.
Now more than ever,
terrorism, then wouldn't it
Another concern ,vith the media seems to be the
be safe to say that U.S. televis ion news and the fourth branch of governsoldiers are terrorists for war is the pattern of ment. Looks like the days
dropping bombs from the reporting despite a con- of a n independent press
sky?
siderable lack of facts.
are long gone.
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Pursuit of Greek Life Can Often
Lead to the Downfall of Dedication
Charole Cole
When I was growing up, my
mother always told me, "With
hard work and dedication, you
can
achieve
anything."
However, since I've been at
Howard, I have witnessed some
situations that made me sit
down and really ponder if those
words of wisdom are relevant
to every life situation.
After much thought on the
subject, I felt I had no othe r
choice but to come to the conclusion that those words, which
supposedly make up the recipe
to success, do not always apply.
I have noticed my conclusion to be most prevalent concerning the Greek and other
various organizations on campus. 1 have unfortunately witnessed some of my closest
friencj~ try to endlessly seek
membership into these organizations.
These people expressed a
great love and respect fbr these
organizations, and as a result,
they made a conscious decision

to put an intense amount of
time and energy towards their
goal. Their goal has led them to
take blatant d isrespect and
mental abuse from current
members.
As a matter of fact, these
individuals have sacrificed the
very essence of themselves
because their love for the
organization is, at times, even
greater than their own wellbeing.
Furthennore, they have
been tricked into thinking that
by supporting the organization's endeavors, whether
through the donation of their
own time and/or money, will
somehow impress the current
members, and show them worthy of membersbjp,
Nevertheless, when it is
time for new members to be
selected, the dedicated individual gets overlooked for someone who more than likely did
not put in the same time and
effort. Because the person may
be popular on campus, or
something as shallow as being

physically attractive, they are
assumed more qualified for
membershjp,
Time after time, the dedicated individual ends up angry
or even depressed because they
feel as if the energy and time
they invested upholding the
principles of the organization.
and trying to prove themselves
worthy was in vain.
Even s tlll, these same people get right back up with even
more drive, only to be kicked
down again and again. By the
time their four years at Howard
expires, three of their years
have been wasted on a pipe
dream.
So they continue to ask
themselves, "What was the
point of working so hard?" But
what is most sad is that they
feel like they have no way of
expressing their feelings of
injustice, since Greeks act as
though they are no longer
human, but some type of superior being because you are trying to get to where they are.
What these organizations

do not understand is the hurt
and pain caused when one is
rejected over someone not
nearly as dedicated.
Greek organizations, as
well as other organizations on
campus should abandon the
"who you know" policy and
actually start focusing on who
has been loyal and h as worked
for the betterment of the various organizations.
More often than not, the
same people selected who did
not show much effort before
becoming a member, will most

The Importance of Black Tuesday
Cornell R. \\itlliamson

-Let Not the Blood, Sweat, and Tears
of our Ancestors go in vain.

Almost so years ago, right
here at Howard University,
Thurgood Marshall sat in brate the birthday and life accom- ensure that we don't have go
Founders Library and prepared plishments of Dr. Martin Luther through what they did
his arguments for the landmark King, Jr.), in a public announceAs a result of their hard work,
case Brown v. The Board of ment President George W. Bush all of us have benefited. We live a
Education.
urged the U.S. Supreme Court to life practically carefree compared
This monumental victory outlaw Affirmative Action.
to that of our ancestors. On the
overturned the "Separate But
surface,
there is nothing wrong
The fact of the matter is that
Equal" clause established by today there are far too many "ith that.
another court case, Plessy v. African Americans unemployed,
However, what happens
Furgeson, overcame segregation not in school and with far less when a race of people become so
and paved the way for Affirmative opportunity than any white man. comfortable that they stop fightAction. As a result of Affirmative The number of people in this cat- ing the fight that got them where
Action, a record number ofeduca- egory wiU only increase if they are? What happens when we
tional and employment opportu- Affirmative Action is outlawed.
stop caring about the issues that
nities have opened up for all
Fortunately, we don't have to were so important in paving the
minorities. '
live in tl1e legally segregated way?
On Apr. 1, the U.S. Supreme South, during a time when it was
What happens when a people
Court will bear Grutter v. illegal for Blacks to read, let alone full of fight and intensity becomes
Bollinger, a case questioning run a company. We don't have to dormant?
Affinnative Action at the fight through mobs to get into a
It's time for an Awakening.
University of Michigan.
school in where we aren't wanted,
"Now, It is High Time to
The decision of the court or sit in the back of a bus, or drink Wake out of Sleep"
could
ultimately
outlaw from a •colored only" water founRomans 13:11
Affirmative Action throughout tain.
I'm calling for ALL students
the nation and reverse much of
We don't have to live through to fully participate in Black
tl1e progress of the Civil-Rights these things because we stand on Tuesday "A March to Save
Movement.
the shoulders of giants, those who Affirmative Action."
On Jan. IS (the day we rele- dedicated their entire lives to
The event kicks off on

Dear Editor,
1 read the perspective "Talcs from a
Woman Scorned" (N. Janette Williams,
Mar. 11) and your feelings about meaningful relations hips.
As an alumnus and former instructor at Howard, I want to encourage you
to not give up. The loves of my life were
found on that campus. My wife of 37
years is from that campus. Howard is a
seminal place in many ways, professionally and personally.

What you arc going through is part
of that process. Your generation has
grown up much faster than mine. By
today's s tandards, we would be considered naive in comparison. We certainly
d id not have the freedom of your generation. Was it a better time? Probably
not. Too much time was wasted in frustration.
Romantic? You had better believe it!
Don't grow up too fast as far as your
search for love is concerned. You have
many years ahead of you. Enjoy the
sweetness and mystery of youth. It pass-

likely not show any type of thing. As a side note, this perwork ethic once they obtain spective was not only to express
membership. That results in my disgust about this reaJjty at
DEAD WEIGHT, . which is an Howard University, but also to
unneeded aspect in any organi- give support to all the dedicated
individuals who have shown
zation.
I wrote this perspective to unprecedented amounts of
make this simple argument: dedication, only to come up
"Dedication on Howard's cam- empty handed.
They n eed to be representpus can lead to more anguish
ed and they need a voice.
and heartache than success."
Here's an even simpler
argument: as far as these
Cha,-ole Cole is a junior
organizations on Howard's pre-physical therapy major
campus are concerned, dedica- from Ridgeport, Connecticut.
tion does not amollllt toad!@#

_Equality And Justice
For All: It's Our Time
To Answer The Call
black students from across the
nation
will converge in
On the eve of arguably the Washington, DC to shout, with
one collective voice, our disapmost important legal case Gutter v. Bollinger - which proval of the attacks upon the
questions the state of civil rights civil rights of minorities.
This is our march on
in the United States, the attention of the nation is seemingly Washington, Montgomery bus
solely focused on war in Iraq.
boycott and march on Selma.
Domestically, while the legitYouth
leaders
h ave
imacy of institutional practices answered Uie call and shown
designed to address social, politi- interest in continuing the work
cal and economic inequalities is done by the generations who
positioned to be stripped from worked to give us the opportuniblack Americans, news pages and ties we often take for granted.
syndicated tele,ision broadcasts
Students from across the
arc inundated witl1 images of war nation have pledged their sup"heroes" and slain "enemies."
port in a man:h that will situate
The coverage of the war itself alongside markers of social
resembles the reality television participation by black Americans
shows that have become repre- tlll'Oughout history.
sentative of an invasive fetish
While time has seemingly
that typifies American social changed - racism has become
interactions. Quietly, the media more institutional and white bed
seems disconcerted and uninter- sheets have been replaced by
ested in the realities that minori- three piece suits - the need for
ties face - the possibility that tl1c such action validates the necessi"equality" minorities know will ty for us to continue to foroe our
soon be ltgally removed.
country to abide by that which is
All the while, our generation claims to hold true- equality and
is continually charged with an justice for all.
overarching sense of apathy and
Participate to make a social
a pervasive lack of political statement, ensure tl1at your voice
involvement.
is heard, support a friend, or have
Preferring to envision our stories to tell your children parfuture homes, comprised of ticipate in the march on the
rooms seen on
cribs, tl1e Supreme Cowt.
voices of the youth - particularly
To ensure the future black
blacks - often goes un-tele-,i,;ed, Americans it is paramount that
unheard and presertted as non- on !\larch 3l and April 1 when we
existent.
scream for justice we scream
On Mar. 31, tliousands of together!

David Johns

Monday Night at 6 p.111. in Burr
Gymnasium with a Teachln/Rally/Protest. At 9 p.m. we
will march and camp out by U1c
U.S. Supreme Court. On Tuesday
April 1 we will protest and view
the Case at tho Supn:-me Court
and then return to Cramton
Auditorium for ;i 3:30 p.m. Town
Hall Meeting with Elijah
Cummings and members of the
Congressional Black Caucus.
Make sure you're there, and
be sure to bring a friend. With
Over IS HBCU's confinned to be
in attendance tltls event promises
to be one not to miss.

es too fast. I am still haunted by the
loveliness of some of my female classmates and "what might have been",
under different circumstances.
Part of that comes from love of
Howard and all t hat it h as meant to me.
I may be out of line, but you are going
through the same things we did, in our
time. You will survive. I can only wish
you well as you gtow and mature.

Dr. C.R. Lee, '60, '68

11,rrv

A Different World:

Divided We Fall; Self Segregation Harmful At HBCUs
DavidJolms
Black student organizations
on 'majority campuses' provide
safe havens for students who
spend class hours, social time,
and quite possibly all of their time
on campus reminded of their
existence as a minority among a
white majority.
In these instances, small
classrooms, spaces intended for
activities or rehearsals, and dorm
rooms provide a place for black
students to momentarily escape
tl1cir blackness and share in a
conm1unal discourse with people
who just understand.
The practice of self-segregat-
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ing in an attempt to find a comfortable place seems somewhat
out of place at an institution
uniquely designed to make students - normally made to recognize Llieir position as minorities feel comfortable among people
with similar skin tones, cultural
traditions, geographical location,
and dialectical preferences.
Each year countless students
flock to Historically Black
Colleges
and
Universities
(HBCUs) to escape the pressure
of having to be cogni1.ant of correctly pronom1cing words, dressing to fit the nom1, or navigating
U1at fine line between 'acting
black' and 'talking white.'

'process' to declare allegiance to another and take pride in e>.'J)('riUie dorm they live in.
e ncing all that HU has to offer-•
As a member of a Greek letter together.
organization, I personally underWe as black Americans have
stand the ideas and objecth·es of our entire lives to negotiate isolatpursuing an organization to work ing situations and utilize shared
with people who share like-mind- experiences to foster relationed goals and ambitions; however, ships. The practice of voluntarily
where does it end?
self dividing ourselves into facAll too often, students at tions of groups dedicated to hobHBCUs place inclusion witl1 a bies, extracurricular activities, livgroup or association before aca- ing quarters, or similar interests
demic and personal responsibili- within an amplified community
ties- and for what?
of budding claims to individualHoward
is
a
big
org."lllization.
ism and warring ideals of perfecWith that said, it appears to
that
students
should
feel
proud
to
tion - just to belong - seems
be the nonn - at black colleges belong
to.,
They
should
walk
on
llllnecessruy
and fundamentaUy
to pledge practically anything.
the
Yard
or
pass
Uirough
the
backward.
Never in my life have I heard of
Students at Howard and all
someone going through a fom1al Valley and $<'\Y 'What's up?' to one

The Hilltop

HBCUs should adopt the collective mentalities of such prominent black movements like Pan
Africanism and the Black Arts to
reverse the individuaJjstie and
self1Sh mentalities associated with
our generation.
Striving to unify with one
another, at an institution chosen
among a myriad of reasons specifically to share in experiences witl1
people who look like one another,
can only facilitate the ability to
revel in the comfort, power and
strength of solidarity.
Facilitating positive change
in exchange for isolating depravity and social ostracization should
be a shared desire.
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advertising for the purpose of announcing a
service, buying or selling
are charged as local companies with a rate of $10
for first 20 words and $2
for every 5 words
thereafter. Person al ads
are $2 for the first 10
words and $1 for every
additional 5 words.
Announcements
"II ~•-r n'n·

,n haPP) ~\1)11 ~ .•_ IO

1111.~\~1n1

u·-...

...

_1

( PLKASe rJUN·a")

Travel

Want to Gel Away?
UNIQUE INTERNSHI P
Well
Let Us Help You!
OPPORTUNITY
Offering
the LmHst rates to
Ogilvy Public Relations
Africa,
the
Carribcan, Aiia,
Worldn ide seeks interns for Fall
Europe, and rn~cation packages
semester 2003 to implement an
all o, er the world. With a
award winning public relations
mutilingual tr:wel agency spenkcampaign. Internship work is
ing English, S panish, French,
conducted on campus, prima rily
Kiswahile and more, we will
bet:\\een September and
understand
where you nant to
December 2003. Open to undergo.
Call
Us
For Your Travel
graduates entering their junior or
Needs! Call Your Travel Agent
senior year of study. Students
with majors in public relations, Today @' (301) 231-8190 or email
CJta@crols.com
communications, marketing,
advertising and j ournalism ore
urged to appl). E-mail resume to:
Per son als
internprogram@'ogih)pr.com.
Deadline: , ! arch 3 1, 2003.
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S UMMER PHO N !l U,_~- - - - - - - O id you h ave po.rkin,$ d uring 2002--2003 a,chn<>I ycmr?

L OT DESIRED:

(YBS)_

(plcuc t.c:lec:t O N • : nf the- following)

_ _ DREW

_ _9• & V STRP..ET

8'"' STREB'T

_

_ _CAST TOWt-:RS

01:-,-11\JNB
wr-_t:;T ·roW{!llS

1 IOWAltD C"J;.NTER

BA NNEKl ~R
A'J"rENTI ON!!t

(NO)_ _

Only ONE fonn ~ r pe:raon. tfynu fill out mare Utan ono form, you
will be diaq, anlif'icd,

Applieallo n.s m tUt be complt'ted and submitted to OPSO (John.Ion Admin. Bldg., B- 11)
by Aprll I 8, 2003.

.. -

Appllcat ioJU may al"KJ be subnthted onhno by April 18, 2003,

The lottc:ry ·winnen1 will be pasted outaido ,;,fthe P•rking & :-ihutcle Opcrn1i011$ Otfi~ and

on the pru1dng website on MB>" I, 2003

Lost
'-V\VW.howard.cdn'aJrr1i.11i~trationlpark.ing

Cash Refund
for return of lost non-tra ditional
engagement ring. H as cle, ·en
small btone, along center of band.
Lost in Blackburn , March 11. ·~-arv
- .-._-_-t-l ru
- ks
·- -r- -th- •
,.-k- ts_ _.
1
. ker t I, e return , t h e Iu•gI1er 1, IS
1 1 ,or C IC e .
Th e qu,c
the reward. Please return.
owe you one. BUT-- can we
Thank , ou
get it together for the book?
(203) 667-4723
What 's the deal?
or
--Lauren
email guccibrown@hotmail.com

Happy be-lated birthday Gina!

'I lu·n ~l' I up 1111tl ,11ppo1 I _llll'

Events

u111y Ul:id, \\1111u·11', l i:HTo,,l.
1 - - - - - - - -- - - - -1 Congra tula tions melody on your
h'aiii i11 lht·
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Interest

all America n award. We knew
you could do it!
-HU;\ITT-

l\1 Kt, Sororit) Inc. \\ould like to
congratulate its newest members
the spring 2003 line!

SANKOOOOOOFA!

If @ 1st you don't succeed, dust yourself off
and TRY RGRIN ...that's if

I-:::==---------; you want
K"ng of the: h, lntcre,t
keting
MKU Sorortity Inc. would like
to invite the R U community 10
participae with them io the
Hands on DC services project on
Saturday April 5th. For more
info please call (202) 832-2721

Help Wanted
E.G.o.s.• INC.

to. Holla back
when you get back. RII
'forgiuen.'- AMBER

-A brolha· couldnt have
asked for a better 'expen
ence' -- etE1tnal homage
CB Po,,ell Building
to the MECCA
ch ,o, of Commur ic:iti llh) hanks to the 3110' for
hotdin me down...
If) ou .!re unable to ,· tteod Appreciate everyone wh
'lf Ja\L an:" question pleast smiles and says hello to
mtact chauncieburto'l a
!rangers on the yard tm.1il.com
QAVID
od y a 6:00 pm
in room 211

Job Opportunity
EGOS Inc . is seeking a student
to perform photography duties.
For more information call
Marcus or Walter at (202) 7227161; (30 1) 507-8166 or email us
al egosindc@@aol.com

AKA

'I

E.G.O.S., I NC.
J ob Opportunity
E.G,.O.S. Inc. i.s seeking a student to perform video taping and
editing duties. Your own equipment is required
For more information call
Marcus or Walter at (202) 7227 161; (30 1) 507-8166 or email us
at egosiodc@aol.c.o m

Free focial lmanlcurc or pcdlcutc with purchase of an hour
ma\\3J:C, Sen ices pro, idcd h)
liscen,cd co,motolights and
alumni at \Id. home based

V

LN

C>J .t! SEL

AMAN.APART
LAf\.lJN:.£ TA"l

ti

Othc·r specials for i:raduate ~tu•
dcnu and HU ,taff.
Cnll Claude (JOU 92]•.lll48

Have I told y'all 'lately
that "I LOVE MYSELF?"
(smile)- Amber

I BR English basement
Apartment. 2 Blocks from U St
metro. Recently renovated.
Washer/Dryer, Dishwasher,
Modern Kitchen, fully carpeted
and more.
Available- April 1, 2003
Price: $975 per month plus electricity
Call: 301-439-9136

BIO

..... ..... ..

salon.

For Rent

ATTENTION GRAD STUDENTS!
HU Alum has 2 newly renovated
apartments available near campus,
(#1) 2 bedroom + den - S I 150 +
util.ities,
(#2) I bedroom +den, $925 +
utilities,
Call 202-722-1 471 to sec

-

''"----------:----'
,. . .

One.Luv to everyone who knows
the tempature in the Hilltop officehold 11 down- David

ToniYou arc the great friend. We
a11prcclate )OU Happy belated
birthday.
From STACEY and ;\IARQuES

Students Faculty Stuff
Top Prices p~id
For Used and Unwa nted
textbooks al resale value
TA.I Book Scn •lces
(202) 722-0701
Outside (202) Call
1-800-223-82SO
Savings on new & used textbooks
Since 1982

SPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING ON
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 2ND!
This lllm Ill rnt•d •A• tor strong umphlc ..,k>hrnc•, lanp1111ge, drt.KJ cont ■ nt and se•u.allty.

StOP by Tho HIiitop Office at 225 1 Shormon Ave. , NW
during business hOuts to ,ectovo a complimentory pass fo, two to see

.A.NlA.N APAR.T
OPENS IN THl;=ATRES ,APRIL 4

The Hilltop

March 28, 2003

